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MISSION STATEMENT

The University of North Carolina at Wilmington is a public comprehensive university dedicated to
learning through the integration of teaching and mentoring with research and service. The college of
arts and sciences, the professional schools, and the graduate school seek to stimulate intellectual
curiosity, imagination, critical thinking, and thoughtful expression in a broad range of disciplines and
professional fields. The university is committed to providing the highest quality undergraduate and
graduate academic experience in an extensive array of programs at the baccalaureate and master’s
levels, as well as a doctoral program in marine biology. Our goal is excellence in teaching, scholarship,
research, artistic achievement, and service.

UNCW encourages public access to its educational programs and is committed to diversity,
international perspectives, and regional service. Our campus community strives to create a safe,
supportive, and technologically progressive environment in which students, faculty, and staff work
together to develop their interests, skills, and talents to the fullest extent. UNCW seeks to celebrate
and study the heritage and environment of the coastal region, and to enrich its quality of life,
economy, and education.

Statement adopted by the UNCW Board of Trustees on April 29, 2005,
and pending Board of Governors’ approval

Last Updated: May 16, 2005
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2005 UNCW Campus Master Plan is a companion document to the University’s 2005-2010 strategic plan. The master plan provides both a long-

term vision to enhance the quality of the campus physical environment and a short-term implementation strategy to guide development to the year

2010. An attractive, functional, and safe campus—one that supports intellectual inquiry, a sense of campus community, connection to the region, and

stewardship of the natural environment—is central to UNCW’s strategic vision.

The master plan is the culmination of an inclusive year-long planning process that involved faculty, students, and staff, as well as neighborhood, civic,

and business leaders through the Neighborhood Task Force. The consultant team met regularly with the UNCW Campus Master Plan Advisory Com-

mittee, the chancellor, and the chancellor’s cabinet, and presented the plan at various stages to the Board of Trustees, who adopted the plan on January

20, 2006, “as a living document to guide, but not bind, future decisions...subject to modifications of the plan at regular intervals, usually every five

years.” The campus and surrounding communities participated at every stage in the process through a variety of forums, including presentations to

campus organizations, open

town hall meetings, and

information fairs.

The master plan reflects the

many voices heard—

balancing the need for

growth with the desire to

retain the existing campus

character. Significantly, the

plan replaces the recent

pattern of campus sprawl

with denser, more compact

development that gives

priority to the pedestrian

and preserves valued

conservation land.
Figure EX-1: Aerial of Campus Plan
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Highlights of the plan include:

Managed Growth

Ranked for over seven years as one of the top ten regional undergraduate

universities in the South, UNCW is an institution of first choice. To meet

future demand and to compensate for current space deficiencies, UNCW will

need to expand and improve its facilities. As revealed in the space needs

analysis prepared by Paulien and Associates as part of the master plan study,

UNCW currently operates with 24 percent less space per FTE student than

other UNC comprehensive universities, yet serves 32 percent more students.

As the University continues to grow, maintaining a strong student focus and

preserving the unique character of the campus—with its expansive and varied

green space and distinctive Georgian architecture—are of paramount impor-

tance. To this end, the master plan provides a strategy for meeting future

space needs within a framework of managed and moderate expansion.

Academic Core
Consistent with the strategic vision of an “intimate learning environment for undergraduates,” the

master plan concentrates academic and academic support facilities in the core, increasing density

through infill development primarily along Chancellor’s Walk. Raising building heights in the core to

four stories allows for smaller footprints, thus yielding additional square footage while allowing for

ample green space.

Residential Life
To increase the sense of campus community, the plan provides an array of residential-life options to

house 35 percent of the undergraduate population, an increase of 12  percent. East and south of the

core, new housing developments are located on three sites that together with existing facilities create a

crescent-shaped zone of residential life, including recreation fields and an expanded Student Recre-

ation Center.

Graph from Paulien & Associates Space Needs Analysis Report

Figure EX-2: Core Academic Campus Key
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Graduate and Special-Use Programs
Graduate and special-use programs that require more public interface are located on the perimeter of campus to allow for easy access and greater

visibility. These include the new School of Nursing, the science and athletics Millennial Campuses, and convocation, performing arts, continuing

education, and visitor/welcome centers.

Enhancement of Green Space

Green space is the fabric that ties the campus together. The master plan creates a network of interconnected green spaces—both natural areas and

designed landscapes—that unify the campus, provide a rich environment for intellectual advancement and community building, and serve as a model

for environmental stewardship.

Stewardship of 155-acre Conservation Zones
The designation of 155 acres of woodland for conserva-

tion and long-term management represents a significant

step on the part of the University to take active steward-

ship of its natural resources. In addition to the 10-acre

Bluethenthal Wildflower Preserve, the master plan sets

aside approximately 145 aces of woodland along the

eastern and southern edges of campus as conservation

zones. The University commits to restoring the ecologi-

cal health of these areas—including jurisdictional

wetlands—to the greatest extent possible. In so doing,

the University safeguards an invaluable resource for

teaching, research, and recreation.

Designed Landscapes
The master plan creates a network of quadrangles,

courtyards, plazas, and gardens set within the campus’s

distinctive pine and hardwood canopy. From the rede-

signed parkland along College Road, which serves as the

Designated Conservation
Areas (155 Acres)

140-Acres

Bluethenthal
Wildflower
Preserve
(10 Acres)

Figure EX-4: Conservation Areas Key

5 Acres
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University’s symbolic front door, a sequence of enhanced or newly created spaces extends through the campus, integrally woven with new develop-

ment. Chancellor’s Walk, redesigned with a gracious central mall and flanked by double rows of trees, provides the armature for a series of greens and

plazas located between the Campus Commons and Wagoner Hall. Providing a dramatic counterpoint to the geometry of these spaces, two meandering

greenways extend from the Commons to the new conservation zone at the eastern edge of campus.

Pedestrian First Campus

The master plan reclaims the campus for pedestrians first, reconfiguring roadways and eliminating non-essential vehicular traffic and parking from the

core. The plan expands the options for alternative transportation by providing an integrated network of walkways, dedicated bike paths, and transit.

Loop Road
The master plan calls for a refined perimeter loop road system to move traffic safely and effi-

ciently around campus and to keep most parking outside the core. The new loop road system

includes the extension of Hurst Drive east to Riegel Road and the extension of Reynolds Drive/

Walton Drive north and west around the proposed science-related Millennial Campus. In addition

to the loop road system, the plan incorporates a number of improvements to the internal street

system, which enhance vehicle efficiency and balance the needs of motorized and non-motorized

travel modes.

Pedestrian Circulation
An interconnected system of safe, efficient, and attractive walkways, pathways, and trails pro-

vides universal access throughout the campus. A redesigned Chancellor’s Walk becomes the

primary organizing element of the campus—the “main street” along which new academic devel-

opment is concentrated. Aligned with Chancellor’s Walk, a series of formal walkways connects

key areas of campus, while meandering paths through the campus greenways provide a contrast-

ing, woodland experience. Throughout the campus, pedestrians are given priority, including at

street crossings where raised crosswalks alert drivers and ensure greater pedestrian safety.

Multi-use pathways, with shared bike and pedestrian
circulation

Typical cross section of loop road with associated bike path
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Bicycle Circulation
The plan establishes a network of bicycle paths and multi-use paths designated to

provide safe, efficient travel between on-campus destinations. The plan calls for bicycle

paths associated with all primary and secondary campus roadways, as well as at all

major gateways to provide potential connections to a future regional bicycle system.

Multi-use paths offer direct access to academic buildings, student services, resident halls,

and the library via a system of dedicated, combined bicycle and pedestrian facilities.

Transit
The master plan heavily relies on an improved transit system,

both within and leading to the campus. Three on-campus

routes are provided, including the redesigned Price Drive as a

dedicated transit corridor: The campus loop shuttle is a

circular route (clockwise) around campus serving major

parking decks and surface parking lots sited along the perim-

eter loop road; the park-and-ride shuttle provides express bus

service between the expanded park-and-ride lot proposed west

of College Road and the Student Center; and a premium

transit corridor extends between Wagoner Hall and the

Student Center to provide students, faculty, and staff with

quick, direct access to the academic core. The corridor is

designed to facilitate bus travel in both directions via a

compressed loop system, including dedicated bicycle lanes in

the center area. All campus shuttles converge at a single

internal hub, located near the Student Center, for convenient

transfer between the three routes.

Figure EX-5: Circulation Diagram

Chancellor’s Walk &
Aligned Pedestrian
Corridor ‘Ways’

Dedicated Transit
Corridor - Bike &
Shuttle (formerly
Price Drive)Loop Road

Loop Road

Multi-use pathways, with separated bike and pedestrian
circulation
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Sustainability

As a steward of significant open space and building resources, the University has a unique opportunity to address sustainability on a scale far beyond

that which is possible in the development of a single, stand-alone building. While major initiatives may not be practical in the short term, the imple-

mentation of the master plan, over time, opens the door for the University to begin to shift design, construction, and operational procedures toward

sustainable practices. The University has already begun to develop sustainable site development practices through the implementation of the new

shuttle loop system.

Major sustainability components of the master plan include:

Stormwater Management
The master plan creates a ‘necklace’ of interconnected green spaces

between the campus core and the large conservation zone to the

east that becomes the ‘backbone’ of the campus stormwater man-

agement system. Improvements identified in the master plan

include: creation of new retention/detention ponds to reduce

stormwater runoff rates; stream corridor enhancements extending

eastward along the Blue Line Stream from the Bluethenthal Wild-

flower Preserve to the conservation zone to improve water quality;

introduction of bioswales and pervious pavement in parking lots to

provide immediate capture and retention of stormwater runoff; and

re-hydration of the two existing jurisdictional wetlands located in

the conservation zone to maintain a protected resource. Following

the completion and adoption of the master plan, the University

should prepare a detailed stormwater management plan to identify

specific water storage needs and design strategies.

Site Disturbance
The master plan calls for the development of taller buildings—up

to four stories—to minimize the site disturbance associated with

the larger footprints required by two-story buildings. This will

reduce the amount of impervious coverage that would otherwise
Example of a stormwater management lake
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occur with lower buildings, while allowing the design of future

buildings to retain the Georgian architectural style that is a signature

element of the UNCW campus.

Parking
In the calculations for future parking spaces on campus, the master

plan maintains the current level of parking, which is based on the

very high utilization of existing parking across the campus. The

result is that the campus will continue, in the future, to build only the

minimum parking necessary and use that parking very efficiently.

Alternative Transportation
The University has recently implemented a new circular shuttle route

that provides campus occupants with an alternative to driving from one side of campus to the other and should reduce auto trips through campus. The

master plan calls for additional enhancements to the transportation system, including the closure of Price Drive to auto through-traffic for use as a

shuttle and bicycle route. Shuttle buses will be able to take students rapidly from the eastern housing areas directly to the Student Center. Utilizing a

“point-to-point” route layout, this service

should be able to move people very efficiently

and quickly to and from the campus core. In

addition, the plan calls for the construction of

bike paths associated with all campus streets,

thereby completing what is today an incom-

plete system. In addition, the bike paths will

connect to the city-wide system of bike routes

at the campus edges.

Another enhancement to bicycle travel pro-

posed for further study is the designation of a

portion of the ground floor of one of the future

parking decks as a “bicycle barn,” which

would provide secure, covered parking for

• Parking lot bioswales (right) function to landscape,

shade cars and treat and convey stormwater.

• Compact parking stalls which can lead to smaller

parking lots, reduced construction and maintenance

costs and more developable acreage, create up to 30

percent less impervious surface than larger stalls,

• Trees in Davis, CA parking lots reduced the surface

temperatures of asphalt by as much as 36°F and

vehicle cabin temperatures by over 47°F

Bioswales

Example of a parking lot bioswale

Cross-section of transit corridor
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bicycles. This facility would be especially beneficial for those who commute to campus by bike,

and could incorporate changing/shower facilities. An ideal location for it is the proposed parking

deck adjacent to the Student Center, which provides convenient access to the center of campus,

the Student Center, and the existing loop and proposed point-to-point shuttle service.

Building Sustainability
An extensive list of potential actions to improve the sustainability of the built campus environ-

ment is included in a subsequent section of this report, and is based on the Leadership in Energy

and Environmental Design Rating System for New Construction (LEED-NC, Version 2.1). The

LEED Green Building Rating System was created by the U.S. Green Building Council to provide

a nationally recognized standard for what constitutes a “green building.” The system is widely

recognized today and is becoming an integral part of many institutions’ design and construction

processes.

The rating system provides for four levels of certification—Certified, Silver, Gold, and Platinum—with Platinum being the highest level. While LEED

certification is beyond the scope of the master planning process, the plan does incorporate several of the design strategies identified in the LEED rating

system that will enable individual building designs to meet the certification requirements. Among the strategies incorporated are:

• Enhancing alternative transportation facilities

• Minimizing site disturbance through development of taller buildings

• Improving stormwater management through introduction of sustainable design techniques

• Reducing heat island effects through introduction of tree cover in surface parking lots

• Using of indigenous plants to reduce irrigation needs

• Maximizing potential for daylighting building interiors through the use of proper orientation (east-west), narrow floor plates, and increased build-

ing perimeter
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1    INTRODUCTION

Like many of its peer institutions, the University of North Carolina at Wilmington (UNCW) is in transition, faced with conflicting pressures and demands.

As the University continues to expand its facilities to meet enrollment growth, it finds itself no longer a campus with seemingly abundant space, but rather

a landlocked institution that must make hard choices about where to expand within its boundaries. Buildings, parking, and green space all compete for

finite land resources; decisions regarding one use inevitably affect the others.

Competing land uses
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The 2005 UNCW Campus Master Plan reflects the hard choices and compromises reached after months of community input and involvement. The

recommendations of the plan will enable the University to grow to meet enrollment and space projections through 2015, while maintaining a balance

between the built and the natural environments.

The recommendations put forward in this report are based on current growth projections and on data and policy decisions regarding student housing and

parking. However, if these assumptions change—for example, if the University is successful in its efforts to expand the use of alternative transportation

and/or change its parking policy—some elements of the plan will need to be reexamined.

The plan is intended as a guide for future growth. However, it is not set in stone; rather, it presents a vision and flexible set of recommendations that will

enable the institution to achieve its goals, while recognizing that the University will continue to change.
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2    PLANNING FRAMEWORK

UNCW Strategic Plan

The University’s strategic plan was the starting point for the 2005 Campus Master Plan. The

strategic vision calls for UNCW to “provide a secure and attractive campus.” The University’s

identity derives from the collegiality possible at a mid-sized university—thus, its “dedication to

combining a small-college commitment to excellence in teaching with a research university’s oppor-

tunities for student involvement in significant faculty scholarship.”

The strategic plan identifies the following core values:

• Creative, critical, and reflective thinking

• Lifelong learning

• Communication and interaction

• A celebration of diversity of people and ideas

• Commitment to improving the quality of life on and off campus

• Ecological diversity and sound environmental stewardship

• Personal achievement and integrity

These values, together with the strategic goals and objectives related to enhancing the physical

environment and fostering a sense of community, shaped the initial thinking about the master plan.

Combined with broad input from the on-campus and off-campus communities, the values and

vision were translated into the following set of goals to guide future development of the campus.

Strategic vision and core values
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Campus Master Plan Goals

• Maintain a scale and character consistent with the existing Georgian-style architecture

• Enhance and maintain the campus’s natural resources through sound environmental

stewardship

• Provide an array of campus residential life options to house 35 percent of the undergradu-

ate population

• Increase useable green space, improve its quality, and better integrate it with campus

buildings

• Create a pedestrian-first campus with ample gathering spaces to foster community

• Expand alternative modes of transportation, including bicycle and university transit

• Seamlessly integrate the Millennial Campus sites into the larger campus framework

Bluethenthal Preserve Trail

SeaHawk Shuttle

Georgian architecture Campus Commons
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3   PLANNING PROCESS

Background

The 2005 UNCW Campus Master Plan was prepared within the context of the rapid development

that has occurred on-campus over the past few years. Constituting the University’s most extensive

construction effort to date—including new buildings, additions, and renovations to existing facili-

ties—these developments are transforming the campus.

Artist renderings of in-construction facilities: the CIS, the Phase I Apartments, the Cultural Arts, and the Student Union
buildings

Photographs of in-construction projects: the Student
Union, the CIS, the Phase I Apartments, and the Cultural
Arts buildings
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Ranked for over seven years as one of the top ten regional undergraduate universities in the South,

UNCW is an institution of first choice. Recognizing the demands for growth that such a standing

places on a university, but not wanting to lose its unique character and student-focused mission,

UNCW has undertaken this master planning effort to establish a long-range development strategy

that meets future space needs within a managed and moderate framework for expansion.

Planning Horizon

The planning horizon for the master plan is both short- and long-term. The plan identifies a se-

quence of early actions to occur by 2010 and a long-term vision for the physical development of the

campus, as space needs arise and funding becomes available.

Purpose and Process

The intent of the master plan is twofold:

•     To update the University’s campus plan in response to the recently updated strategic

      plan

•     To create a plan for future physical development of the campus that addresses the

      evolving needs of the University

The master planning team—consisting of campus physical and program planners, transportation and

traffic planners, engineers, architects, landscape architects, and ecologists—has worked to maintain

an open, engaged, and collaborative process involving broad participation by the University commu-

nity, as well as by neighborhood, civic, and business leaders through the Neighborhood Task Force.

Throughout the year-long process, the consultant team met regularly with the UNCW Campus

Master Plan Advisory (CMPA) Committee, the Chancellor, and the Chancellor’s cabinet. At every

stage, the campus community was involved through a variety of forums, presentations to faculty,

staff, and student organizations, open town hall meetings, and information fairs. In addition, the

Campus community forums
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Figure 3-1:  2010 Capacity Study – Two-story Facilities

planning team presented the preliminary master plan concept, goals, and recommendations to the

University’s Board of Trustees for their review and input.

At the outset of the process, the consultant team, in collaboration with the CMPA Committee,

divided the planning process into the following four phases:

1. Planning Context – understand the University’s strategic plan, mission, vision,

and goals; review relevant studies and reports; inventory and assess the

University’s physical conditions; and develop a space needs analysis plan

2. Alternative Concept Development – explore campus capacity, land use, and

physical design options for the campus; evaluate and assess options; develop a

preferred concept

3. Preliminary Campus Master Plan Draft Report – refine preferred campus plan;

prepare a draft report document that outlines the master planning process, goals,

and recommendations

4. Campus Master Plan Report – prepare final documentation of the master

planning process, goals, and recommendations

Examples of campus community input diagrams

Figure 3-2:  2010 Capacity Study – Four-story Facilities
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Figures 3-3, 3-4, & 3-5:  Alternative Concepts A, B, & C

Figure 3-6:  Preferred Concept
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4    EXISTING CONDITIONS

History

Established as Wilmington College in 1947, the institution was granted community college status in

1957, achieved four-year status in 1963, and joined the state university system in 1969 as the

University of North Carolina Wilmington. Ground was broken for the main campus—located

between the City’s downtown historic district and the Town of Wrightsville Beach—on April 1,

1960.

1961 Campus aerial with Alderman, Hoggard and
James halls

Aerial of campus 1976 Aerial of campus 1988 Original plat delineation in 1959
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Surrounding Community

A vibrant community is vital to any university, helping to reinforce its programs and, with engage-

ment and partnerships, promote a wider range of offerings and opportunities. The greater

Wilmington metropolitan area, located within New Hanover County, is a region with abundant

resources—from world-class museums, to Civil War memorials and historic districts, to miles of

beautiful ocean beaches and waterways. Located minutes from both the City’s historic downtown

and the Town of Wrightsville Beach, the UNCW main campus is ideally situated for a metropolitan

university.

The campus is surrounded by a broad range of land uses, from single-family neighborhoods to

densely developed retail and multi-family areas. The big-box and strip-mall commercial develop-

ment along the College Road corridor (US I40) at the western boundary of the campus, and to the

west and north, creates an automobile-focused environment that is inaccessible and hazardous to

pedestrians and lowers the air, noise, and visual quality of the immediate campus edges. To the east

and southeast of campus are single-family neighborhoods, and to the northeast are the numerous

multi-family developments lining Racine Road that provide students with alternatives to on-campus

housing relatively close by.

Downtown Wilmington riverfront and Wrightsville Beach

South College Road, the western boundary of the campus Figure 4-1:  University Area Neighborhoods
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This confluence of conflicting land uses often leads to strained relations. In an effort to work with

its neighbors and the larger community to anticipate and resolve potential problems, the University

established the Neighborhood Task Force—made up of neighborhood representatives; business,

civic and government leaders; and representatives from the University—which is charged with

maintaining an open line of communication and identifying and proposing solutions for issues that

may arise.

Figure 4-3:  University Area Existing Land UseFigure 4-2:  University Area Zoning
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Dock at the Center for Marine Sciences

Executive Development Center lobby

Kenan House, the Chancellor’s residence Center for Marine Sciences

Off-Campus Facilities

In addition to the main campus, which is the focus this master plan study, the University has

numerous facilities located throughout the county that contribute to the region’s cultural and educa-

tional life and connect the institution to the larger Wilmington community.

Within Wilmington’s downtown district, the University’s holdings include two historic structures—

the Wise Alumni House and Kenan House—which is the Chancellor’s residence. Fronting Market

Street—one of Wilmington’s primary roadways—these facilities create a visible UNCW presence

and greatly contribute  to the quality and integrity of the surrounding neighborhood.

The University’s Center for Marine Sciences is located south of the city, in the Myrtle Grove area

of the county. A national leader in its field, the Center is ideally located along the coast, with a new

state-of-the-art facility.

The University’s Landfall Executive Development Center is located on Military Cut Off Road in

recently renovated facilities. It provides a total-immersion learning environment for individuals,

professional groups, and corporate teams focused on learning, exchanging ideas, and exploration.
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Figure 4-4:  Existing Campus Watersheds

Main Campus

The following summary of existing campus conditions was derived from data provided by the University, interviews with campus constituents, and

numerous reconnaissance visits undertaken as part of the planning process. The University’s data, which included summary statements and support

graphics of existing conditions in 2004, are in the appendix section of this report.

Natural Systems
The University’s main campus is located on

656 acres within North Carolina’s coastal

plain region. Remnant native woodlands

occupy a portion of the campus’s acreage—

both as dense expanses and as isolated

patches between buildings, parking lots, and

fields. Typical of the coastal plain, there is

limited topographical variation within the

campus, resulting in an environment that feels

largely flat.

Three watersheds—Bradley Creek, Clear Run

Branch, and Burnt Mill Creek—run through

the campus, draining campus runoff into the

larger regional system. A 2002 wetlands study

identified three jurisdictional wetland areas

certified by the Corp of Engineers. In addi-

tion, the study identified two “Blue Line

Streams,” a designation that limits facility

development adjacent to the streams, and

requires a 60-foot buffer from the stream

centerline.

Clear Run BranchClear Run BranchClear Run BranchClear Run BranchClear Run Branch

Bradley CreekBradley CreekBradley CreekBradley CreekBradley Creek

BurntBurntBurntBurntBurnt
Mi l lMi l lMi l lMi l lMi l l

CreekCreekCreekCreekCreek

Blue Line Stream
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Figure 4-5:  Existing Campus Land Uses

Land Use
Existing distribution of

programs and support

functions has established a

logical land use pattern,

with academic and

academic support focused

in the core, and housing,

recreation, and athletics

located around the edges.

Although natural conser-

vation areas are identified,

no clear organizing

principle governs their

locations relative to the

larger campus. The

exception is the

Bluethenthal Preserve,

which was established to

set aside in perpetuity a

significant woodland area

within the core campus.

AcademicAcademicAcademicAcademicAcademic

Campus SupportCampus SupportCampus SupportCampus SupportCampus Support

Student SupportStudent SupportStudent SupportStudent SupportStudent Support

ResidentialResidentialResidentialResidentialResidential

AthleticsAthleticsAthleticsAthleticsAthletics

Athletics FieldsAthletics FieldsAthletics FieldsAthletics FieldsAthletics Fields

Recreation FieldsRecreation FieldsRecreation FieldsRecreation FieldsRecreation Fields

Forested ‘Natural’ AreasForested ‘Natural’ AreasForested ‘Natural’ AreasForested ‘Natural’ AreasForested ‘Natural’ Areas

Designed LandscapesDesigned LandscapesDesigned LandscapesDesigned LandscapesDesigned Landscapes

College Road ‘Buffer’ LandscapeCollege Road ‘Buffer’ LandscapeCollege Road ‘Buffer’ LandscapeCollege Road ‘Buffer’ LandscapeCollege Road ‘Buffer’ Landscape

KEYKEYKEYKEYKEY:::::

1/4 Mile - 5
 Minute Walk
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Buildings
Throughout the campus, the predominant architectural style—from important buildings to lowly

utility structures— is Georgian. The overall consistency of brick, fenestration, and roof treatment

provides one of the more memorable and pleasing aspects of the campus. The scale and placement

of buildings within the older parts of campus, especially the three that form the historic quadrangle,

create the most successful integration of structures and landscape. However, this critical relationship

breaks down north of the core, in the newer parts of campus; here, the distance between facilities

becomes excessive and adjacent buildings are not designed to relate, but rather stand as independent

entities, each with its own front, back, and side yards. The result is a form of “suburban sprawl,”

which, if continued, will prevent the University from meeting its projected space needs over the

next decade within its current boundaries.

Residential Life
The campus has two significant residential sectors. The eastern sector is made up of University

Suites, the new apartments (Phase I), and the Cornerstone/Honors/International residences; the

western sector includes the University Apartments and Galloway/Belk/Graham/Hewlett halls.

Although the two sectors form a critical, numerical mass of residential life, they remain separate,

lacking connectivity both between the sectors, and internally.

Examples of Georgian architecture

Examples of residential facilities - University Apartments, International and Cornerstone halls
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Recreation
Demand has already surpassed the capacity of existing recreation facilities. As a result, the Univer-

sity will need to add significantly to the existing Student Recreation Center and develop several

fields to meet growing demand. As the University’s on-campus population increases, this condition

will only worsen.

Athletics
Overall, an assessment of the existing athletics facilities found serious shortcomings; only three out

of twelve facilities were rated in good condition—the Press Room, Hanover Weight Room, and

Boseman Softball Field. The remaining nine were in fair to poor condition. Of special concern is the

need to find a new location for the tennis courts—rated poor—that have been demolished to

accommodate construction of new facilities.

Examples of athletic facilities - Trask Coliseum, Greene Track & Field, tennis courts, and Brooks Field

Examples of recreation facilities - Student Recreation Center, weight rooms, and pool
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Figure 4-6:  Existing Green Space

Green Space
Visitors and members of the UNCW

community are in agreement that the

campus is a lush green environment with

an abundance of open space and wood-

lands. Stands of pines grace the core,

stately live oaks frame the historic quad-

rangle, and dense woodlands surround the

campus—each adding to the University’s

identity and sense of place.

Within the aggregate of green space are

three distinct landscapes—natural wood-

land areas, interstitial open spaces, and

formally designed spaces. Each type

makes unique contributions to the overall

campus green space as described in the

following text.
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Natural Areas
The importance of the natural areas became evident early in the planning process. The campus

community values this resource for many reasons: as an environment for recreation, teaching, and

contemplation; as a remnant of a disappearing regional habitat; and as a buffer between the campus

and the surrounding neighborhood development. Many on campus appreciate simply knowing the

woodlands are there.

The master planning team was charged with evaluating the University’s overall holdings in order to

identify the best use of its finite resources. Since UNCW did not have an existing assessment of the

natural areas, it commissioned a new Natural Areas Assessment (NAA) study as part of this plan-

ning effort. The full report can be found at www.uncw.edu/ba/facilities.

The key findings of that assessment are:

• No federally listed protected species have been identified

• Existing habitats are degraded due to lack of management and maintenance

• The jurisdictional wetlands are drying, resulting from changed hydrology patterns

• A Forest Stewardship Management plan should be developed

Although beautiful, in their current state the areas are a fire hazard, especially given the various

types of debris resulting from human intrusion.

Campus pine canopy

Bluethenthal Preserve
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Interstitial Spaces
The campus has numerous “in between” open spaces that are neither woodlands nor designed

landscapes. Typically, these spaces are the leftover areas between building projects where landscape

improvement funding ran out, or was never allocated. Two types of interstitial spaces predominate

on the UNCW campus—open lawn and pine canopied areas with exposed sandy soils. The former

adds little to the richness and variety of the landscape experience, and, while the latter provides

wonderful canopy, the exposed sandy soils appear unkept and become mud puddles during periods

of rain.

Formal Landscapes
Throughout the core campus, the University has developed a number of designed spaces that begin

to provide the canvas for community interaction, gathering, and contemplation. These landscapes

are the spaces through which the campus community moves, and as such, they create lasting

impressions. However, the quality of these landscapes varies greatly, from the elegant simplicity and

scale of the historic quadrangle to the barren people-moving expanse of Chancellor’s walk.

As with many of the campus’s buildings, the landscapes exist in isolation and do not interrelate or

establish a logical transition one to another. As a result, movement through the campus is not a

sequential journey that builds from one landscape to another.

Examples of interstitial “in between” spaces

View to James Hall through the Historic QuadrangleChancellor’s Walk Leutze Plaza
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Pedestrian Circulation
Typical of many universities experiencing growth, UNCW’s existing pedestrian circulation system

includes well-defined elements that provide access to desired locations as well as areas that have not

kept pace with campus expansion, resulting in the well-known ‘cow paths’ and/or ‘paths to no-

where.’

Although some walkways provide good access in an attractive and safe manner, many circulation

routes are not designed as pedestrian-friendly corridors. While Chancellor’s Walk—the University

primary pedestrian walkway—provides clear and direct connections between major campus facili-

ties, it lacks the amenities and visual interest to make it an enjoyable and memorable experience. In

general, the campus pedestrian circulation system lacks a hierarchy of materials, patterns, and scales

typically used to aid in wayfinding.

There also are a number of zones with conflicting uses, which affect pedestrian safety, both within

the campus and in relation to surrounding areas. These include:

• Pedestrian use of the numerous surface parking lots and service drives for routine

circulation

• Bicyclists using pedestrian walkways throughout campus

• Pedestrians crossing College Road to access local retail and residential districts

• Pedestrians crossing roadways throughout campus, especially at the Randall/Racine inter-

sections, and across Walton Road to Wagoner Hall

Examples of poor-quality pedestrian walkways

Example of College Road pedestrian crossing without a
safety-zone
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Vehicular Circulation
UNCW is bordered to the west by busy College Road, which serves as the extension of Interstate

40 directly into the City. College Road is a major arterial roadway serving residents and visitors in

and between the southern beach towns, Wilmington, and points west in the state. To the north,

south, and east, the University shares calmer boundaries with established residential neighborhoods

and is connected to them by local streets including Racine Drive, Rose Avenue, Wooddale Drive,

and Hamilton Drive.

Commuters predominately access campus via three intersections along College Road— Randall

Drive, Riegel Road, and Hurst Drive—with the overwhelming majority of students and employees

using the entrance at Randall Drive. Commuting students and employees also favor access via

Racine Drive from points north and east of campus, including the Wrightsville Beach area, as an

alternative to traveling College Road. These two entrances experience heavy congestion in the peak

hours, especially between Racine Drive and College Road, which is exacerbated by additional

commuter “cut-through” traffic hoping to avoid congestion on College Road.

Randall Drive is regulary heavily congested.  This is due to: six, adjacent employee and/or com-

muter student parking lots (969 total spaces), all of which are accessed directly from Randall Drive;

a lack of turn lanes on Randall Drive into the six parking lots, which causes cars trying to make left

turns into the lots to momentarily interrupt vehicular flow; and no formal pedestrian crosswalks

connecting campus, located on the southern side of Randall Drive, to the parking lots, located on

the northern side of Randall Drive.  Pedestrians haphazardly crossing the street also interrupt

Campus traffic congestion along Randall Road

Campus traffic congestion along Randall Road

Vehicular access at Randall, Racine, and Hurst Drives
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vehicular flow. The current intersection geometry at Racine Drive and Randall Drive also contrib-

utes significantly to driver confusion and inefficient operations at the traffic signal. Compared with

these two intersections, there is a disproportionately small amount of traffic at secondary campus

entrances: Hurst Drive, Rose Drive, Hamilton Drive, and Wooddale Drive experience vehicular

volumes below their capacities.

Within the campus, the street network is limited to a series of connecting two lane roads that form a

disjointed loop road and provide access to buildings and parking lots surrounding the academic core.

From the north, Randall Drive becomes Reynolds Drive in the northeast section of campus and

then turns south to meet Cahill Drive. The informal loop continues for a short distance east on

Cahill Drive before intersecting with Walton Drive, which accommodates vehicles accessing eastern

portions of campus before meeting Reigel Road. Riegel Road traces the southern boundary of

campus, bypassing the baseball and intramural fields to the north, and leading to the Warwick

Student Center. Hamilton Drive provides a north-south connection between Reigel Road and Hurst

Drive before returning motorists to College Road. Wagoner Drive parallels College Road to com-

plete the internal circulating roadway system.

Few streets cross the interior of campus, with the exception of Price Drive, which connects the

Student Union with Wagoner Dining Hall and residential dormitories. Small segments of Cahill

Drive and Reynolds Drive provide direct access to buildings and parking lots in the northeast

portion of campus.

Transit
The City of Wilmington offers regional transit service to its residents through Wave Transit, includ-

ing options for fixed bus routes, shuttles, and a free downtown trolley. Several fixed bus routes pass

by UNCW, including Route #2 (Marketplace/UNCW) which makes a stop near the intersection of

College Road and Randall Drive. Route #4 (Eastwood Road/Mayfaire Town Center) travels along

College Road, but does not stop near campus. Route #6 (Independence and Longleaf Malls/

UNCW) also makes a stop near the intersection of College Road and Randall Drive. Wave buses

operate on 30-minute headways.

Shuttle stop signage

Figure 4-7:  SeaHawk Shuttle Routes, 2005-2006
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Wave Transit provides University students with shuttle service around campus, to and from the

UNCW park-and-ride lot, and commercial/residential destinations within the immediate vicinity of

campus. Five shuttle routes, including the most recently implemented Red Shuttle Route, stop at

several locations on and off campus. The sixth shuttle route, Campus Loop, provides transit service

entirely on campus, with a total of nine stops. Shuttle stop locations on campus generally lack

benches, shelters, lighting, sidewalk connections, and ADA ramps. Existing stops along Randall

Drive do provide some of these amenities; however, their locations on the north side of the roadway

require unnecessary pedestrian crossings to access campus buildings. Shuttles currently operate on

either 15- or 20-minute headways.

University students are provided free rides on UNCW shuttles and other Wave routes with a valid

UNSea ID card. However, until transit service becomes more convenient than driving to campus,

students will continue to underutilize Wave services. Perceived safety on the regional bus system is

also a concern for many students: points of destination on and off campus are not always well lit;

nor are they connected with a comprehensive sidewalk system or provided adequate bus shelter

amenities. Shuttle services do not generally share common stops with regional transit services, and

the lack of convenient transfer points hinders travel for students across town.

Bicycle Circulation
Currently, the UNCW campus does not have a defined bicycle network in place, but rather relies on

the use of existing roadways and pedestrian walkways. Consequently, bicyclists are at risk to

themselves and to pedestrians. Current on-street bicycle facilities for the campus are considered

dangerous by national standards and lack general connectivity, often disappearing at busy intersec-

tions to accommodate left turn lanes for motorists. Furthermore, several campus streets provide on-

street bicycle facilities in only one direction of travel, which places bicycles and motor vehicles in

direct, continuous conflict and creates dangerous passing situations for approaching bicyclists in

narrow widths (typically four feet). Internally, dedicated bicycle facilities connecting the library,

student center, classrooms, and residential living are non-existent, which forces bicyclists to share

crowded sidewalks with pedestrians or cut through heavily used parking lots for access. The

location of bicycle parking in front of academic buildings partially contributes to these bicycle/

pedestrian conflicts.

Example of poorly delineated bike lane on one side of road

Example of bike signage

Example of bicycle racks
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Regional bicycle access to the campus is limited to major gateways that are shared with motor

vehicles. Key locations for bicycle safety improvements include the intersections of Randall Drive

and College Road, Racine Drive and Randall Drive, and Hurst Drive and College Road. Bicycle

enhancements at these intersections will require coordination with the City of Wilmington and the

North Carolina Department of Transportation.

There is demand from the thousands of UNCW students and employees that currently own bicycles

and desire on the part of the University to provide a safe, dedicated network. However, a dramatic

increase in campus bicycle activity is not anticipated until two conditions are met—first, develop-

ment of a safe and efficient dedicated bicycle network on campus, and second, creation of a

neighborhood and/or regional feeder system that links the campus to the larger community and

encourages longer-distance bicycle commuting.

Parking
A recent parking inventory completed for UNCW identifies 5,718 parking spaces located on either

the main campus or the adjacent park-and-ride lot immediately west of College Road. The disper-

sion of parking reflects years of having sufficient land and other resources available to allow

buildings to be widely spaced and surrounded by parking. As land becomes more valuable, Univer-

sity officials are focusing new parking lots toward the perimeter of the academic core. Nearly all

existing parking is provided within surface lots; minimal on-street parking is provided along Reigel

Road and Hamilton Drive. Most surface parking lots are paved, although a few smaller lots do

maintain a marl base. Pavement conditions vary widely between lots, but some of the worst areas

offer an opportunity for re-surface, re-design, and slight expansion.

The University’s Division of Parking & Transportation is responsible for the issuance and enforce-

ment of parking spaces and decals. All students, faculty, and staff are required to register vehicles

before obtaining a parking decal. Parking enforcement is administered 24 hours a day. Students

living within a one mile radius of the Student Union Center are not allowed to purchase a daytime

parking permit. During daytime hours, permit holders are required to park within designated zones

and/or specific colored parking spaces. Permit zones for student lots distinguish between residential

spaces, on-campus commuter spaces, and commuter spaces in the park-and-ride lot west of College

Road. Colored lines distinguish between faculty/staff (yellow), visitor (teal), student (white), and
Parking along campus roadway

Examples of full surface parking lots
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Figure 4-8:  Existing Parking Occupancy Levels by Permit Zone

handicapped (blue) parking. All parking permit holders

are allowed to park in any unreserved parking space

during evening hours. Faculty/staff lots are also divided

into gated (permanent employee) and non-gated (tempo-

rary employee) lots.

Parking observations indicate that nearly 90 percent of

the parking spaces provided on campus are occupied

during peak demand conditions. Generally, 85 percent to

90 percent occupancy represents the “practical capacity”

of parking supply, allowing for turnover, circulation, and

passenger service. Planned construction projects for the

main campus further exacerbate parking demand as

supplies continue to decline; recent construction projects

have already claimed nearly 350 parking spaces. Univer-

sity officials recognize that parking policies (i.e. space

allocation ratios, residential parking permit restrictions,

etc.) will need to be reviewed as part of the campus

master plan.
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Figure 4-9: Existing Electric Power Figure 4-10: Existing Natural Gas

Infrastructure and Utilities
Electric
Progress Energy provides electricity to the campus through two substations. The east substation is

at capacity, while the west facility has capacity to serve some new buildings. However, there is

insufficient capacity to serve the campus at full build-out.

Natural Gas
Progress Energy provides natural gas to the campus through two meter stations—a north station at

Randall Drive and one to the south at Reigal Drive. A 2002 study determined that segments of the

University’s existing gas distribution system of buried pipe are outdated and certain looped sections

are still in need of completion.Central power plant
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Figure 4-11: Existing Water Figure 4-12: Existing StormWater

Water
The City of Wilmington provides potable water at two points. A 2002 study determined that while there is sufficient flow and pressure to meet the Univer-

sity day-to-day needs, there is insufficient pressure for fire suppression systems serving buildings over two stories. As a result, taller buildings such as the

School of Education are dependent on fire pumps. Continued growth will require expansion of the water utility to maintain reliability and water quality.

Stormwater
The University is subject to regulatory oversight by the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NC-DENR), Division of

Water Quality, Stormwater Permitting Unit. Currently, each project is permitted on a case-by-case basis, resulting in numerous unrelated stormwater

systems.
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Future Space Needs

As part of the master planning process, Paulien & Associates, Inc. prepared a

space needs analysis for the campus. Their findings served as the basis for

future facility development reflected in the campus plan as described later in

this document. The following is an excerpt from the Paulien report, University

of North Carolina Wilmington, Space Needs Analysis for the Master Plan

May 2005 (Executive Summary, page 3).

“The space needs analysis found the University to have an overall

space deficit of 491,400  assignable square feet (ASF) when

comparing guidelines to actual space. When buildings in planning,

design, or construction are added to the facilities inventory and the

revised square footage is compared to target year guidelines, the

deficit is projected to increase to 953,700 ASF by the year 2010.

              The University of North Carolina Wilmington operates with 24

percent less space per student FTE than other UNC Comprehen-

sive Universities, yet it serves 32 percent more students.  UNCW

also functions with less space in certain space categories than

normative space guidelines would recommend. The UNC Space

Planning Standards do not have guidelines for all spaces. In those

cases, the consultants chose guidelines that are appropriate for

UNC Wilmington’s situation.”

Figure 4-13:  Assignable Square Feet per Student FTE, provided by Paulien
& Associates, Inc.

Source--State of North Carolina Higher Education Comprehensive Planning Program Facilities Inventory and
Utilization Study 2003
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Space Needs Analysis

Fall 2003 Fall 2010
Student FTE = 10,162 Student FTE = 12,142

SPACE CATEGORY Existing ASF Guideline ASF

Surplus/

(Deficit)

Percent

Surplus/

(Deficit)

Existing 

ASF Guideline ASF

Surplus/

(Deficit)

Percent

Surplus/

(Deficit)

Academic Space
Classroom & Service 84,486 100,594 (16,108) (19%) 111,340 112,720 (1,380) (1%)
Teaching Laboratories & Service 61,671 100,860 (39,189) (64%) 82,266 114,129 (31,863) (39%)
Open Laboratories & Service 20,672 40,649 (19,977) (97%) 25,849 48,569 (22,720) (88%)
Research Laboratories & Service 78,105 114,336 (36,231) (46%) 77,923 183,875 (105,952) (136%)
Academic Offices & Service 159,008 209,272 (50,264) (32%) 206,186 308,859 (102,673) (50%)
Physical Education 18,804 59,072 (40,268) (214%) 18,885 64,980 (46,095) (244%)
Other Academic Department Space 31,046 60,972 (29,926) (96%) 59,251 72,853 (13,602) (23%)

Academic Space Total  453,792 685,755 (231,963) (51%) 581,700 905,985 (324,285) (56%)

Academic Support Space
Administrative Offices & Service 87,231 98,291 (11,060) (13%) 98,512 126,309 (27,797) (28%)
Library 117,170 147,190 (30,020) (26%) 123,108 174,535 (51,427) (42%)
Assembly & Exhibit 22,332 58,422 (36,090) (162%) 43,833 70,302 (26,469) (60%)
Physical Plant 56,758 56,278 480 1% 56,637 100,576 (43,939) (78%)
Other Administrative Department Space 28,453 40,648 (12,195) (43%) 31,728 48,569 (16,841) (53%)

Academic Support Space Total  311,944 400,829 (88,885) (28%) 353,818 520,291 (166,473) (47%)

SUBTOTAL  765,736 1,086,584 (320,848) (42%) 935,518 1,426,276 (490,758) (52%)

Auxiliary Space
Recreation 51,335 75,310 (23,975) (47%) 51,335 85,210 (33,875) (66%)
Athletics 89,589 150,000 (60,411) (67%) 94,329 150,000 (55,671) (59%)
Student Union 67,836 91,458 (23,622) (35%) 114,409 109,278 5,131 4%
Residence Life 400,960 461,200 (60,240) (15%) 557,355 935,601 (378,246) (68%)
Student Health Care 2,801 5,081 (2,280) (81%) 5,755 6,071 (316) (5%)

Auxiliary Space Total  612,521 783,049 (170,528) (28%) 823,183 1,286,160 (462,977) (56%)

INSTITUTION TOTAL  1,378,257 1,869,633 (491,376) (36%) 1,758,701 2,712,436 (953,735) (54%)
Space Vacated 0 24,894

Inactive/Conversion Space 17,418

ASF = Assignable Square Feet

Figure 4-14:  Space Needs Analysis by Paulien & Associates, Inc.
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5    LAND USE FRAMEWORK

Figure 5-1: Aerial of existing campus

Determining the broad distribution of land uses—academic,

residential life, special use, and green space—is an essential

first step to developing a campus plan with internal consistency

and logical connections to the surrounding community. To this

end, the land use framework incorporates four fundamental

principles for organizing the campus:

• Make the highest and best use of existing campus land

• Establish logical land use adjacencies

• Strengthen the sense of campus community

• Build upon the University’s unique sense of place

derived from its varied landscape

These principles support the University’s core values of

lifelong learning, social interaction, and sound environmental

stewardship.

The proposed land use framework establishes a structure to

accommodate the University’s long-range growth, while

preserving valued open space and creating greater efficiencies

among uses.
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Academic, Academic Support, and Research

The framework identifies the areas along Chancellor’s Walk and the northern edge of Randall Drive

for academic and academic support growth, with professional programs and research occupying a

new expansion zone located east of Reynolds and north of Cahill drives.

Residential Life

The land use framework identifies two new residential zones adjacent to existing housing, designed

to connect the currently disparate residential facilities and build a stronger sense of community.

When developed, these areas will bridge the gap between the eastern sector—from important

buildings to lowly utility structures made up of University Suites, the new apartments (Phase I), and

Cornerstone/Honors/International residences and the western sector, which includes the University

Apartments and Galloway/Belk/Graham/Hewlett halls.

Recreation

Vibrant on-campus residential life requires a variety of recreational opportunities that can occur in

both programmed and informal spaces. The land use framework maintains all current recreation

areas and establishes a new 30-acre recreational sector located northeast of one of the housing

expansion zones.

Special-Use Zones

The University has identified the need for development within the campus of a number of public-

oriented facilities, such as science and athletic Millennial Campuses and convocation, performing

arts, continuing education, and visitor/welcome centers. The land use framework identifies four

large zones appropriate for any of these public-oriented uses, which typically require easy vehicular

access and parking and high public visibility. The four special-use zones are the large area of

Recreation opportunities

On-campus living

University Union
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Figure 5-2: Land Use Development Framework Diagram
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undeveloped land and surface parking lots that front the eastern edge of Wagoner Drive; the

wooded area east of the Greene Track and Field; the small zone west of the Cultural Arts Building;

and a special-use overlay zone within the new academic research area east of Reynolds and Cahill

drives.

Green Space

The framework identifies two categories of campus green space with distinctly different functions—

natural areas and designed landscapes. The natural areas establish a link to the region’s heritage

pineland landscape community that affords educational and passive recreation opportunities in an

otherwise developed area of Wilmington, while the designed green spaces serve as campus organiz-

ing elements and create a variety of gathering spaces that promotes community.

The natural areas consist of conservation and preservation woodlands of unique character; legally

protected jurisdictional wetlands; and the Blue Line Stream, a seasonal waterway fed by

stormwater. The designed landscapes represent the remaining significant campus green space and

include quadrangles, courtyards, gardens, and parklands.

Campus Commons

View north to the Bluethenthal Wildflower Preserve
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6 CAMPUS PLAN

The campus plan expands upon the principles and organization established by the land use framework and supports the University’s strategic goal to

“provide a campus that is attractive, functional and, above all, safe.” The plan creates a more integrated campus fabric of buildings and green spaces, with

the following key elements:

• Increased capacity through raising building heights—resulting in smaller footprints—while maintaining the University’s distinctive Georgian

architectural style

• Reconfigured vehicular circulation to remove cars from the core campus

• Improved alternative transportation opportunities

• Consolidation of parking into three new parking structures and a number of large and small surface lots primarily located along the campus edge

• A comprehensive network of pedestrian circulation that creates a pedestrian-first campus—with the core free of non-essential vehicular traffic

• Designation of 155 acres of woodland for conservation and long-term management

• Development of new and redesign of existing landscapes to create a cohesive campus open space environment that promotes community and

generates identity.
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Buildings

The plan calls for increased building density within the core. Raising building heights to four stories allows for smaller footprints, thus yielding additional

gross square footage while preserving valued open space. The plan identifies future building sites throughout the campus. Some are assigned to known

capital projects, such as the School of Nursing and Health Science Professions (SONHSP), academic classroom building, science labs, and library expan-

sion; others are identified for future development, but with no specific use assigned.

Figure 6-2: Aerial View of Campus Plan
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Chancellor’s
Walk

School of
Nursing

Science
Laboratory
Building

Four L-Shaped
Buildings Create
an East-Campus
Commons

Academic
Classroom
Buildings
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Library

Leutze
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DOBO
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Cameron
Hall

CIS
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&
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Student
Center

REC
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Redesigned
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Along Chancellor’s
Walk

Additions to
King Hall

Figure 6-3: Campus Core

Academic, Academic
Support, and Research
Campus Core
Infill development in the campus

core takes advantage of currently

undeveloped land, including

surface parking lots, to effi-

ciently locate future academic

uses within a 5-minute walk of

Randall Library. Buildings

containing classroom, support,

and laboratory space are sited to

frame Chancellor’s Walk, create

gathering spaces, promote inter-connectivity between

buildings, and, in general, generate a high level of

activity and a sense of community within the center

of campus.

New additions to King Hall are proposed, both to the

south and along the eastern façade facing the

Campus Commons. The eastern addition will

transform what is currently the backdoor into a new,

inviting entrance, giving the building a positive

presence on the Commons. The southern addition is

configured to frame the proposed Student Center

quadrangle that will occupy the former Lot E.

Four new L-shaped buildings, one of which will

house the SONHSP, are proposed at the eastern end

of Chancellor’s Walk, before Walton Drive. The

buildings establish a new eastern quadrangle that

serves as a counterbalance to the Commons fronting

Randall Library.
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DOBO
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Randall
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Figure 6-4: North Campus

North Campus
Additional academic and academic support facilities are

recommended north of Chancellor’s Walk. Along the

Randall Drive corridor, two new buildings frame the Racine

Drive pedestrian gateway and establish a new arrival

courtyard at Leutze and Morton halls.

Expanding upon the in-progress northward movement of

campus academic and professional facilities, the plan

identifies two new building sites that form a new nothern

“bridge” campus linked to Chancellor’s Walk via a pedes-

trian corridor. Joining the existing School of Education and

Cultural Arts Building are the new Performing Arts Center

(a special-use facility) and a new L-shaped building. The

four buildings enclose a new small-scaled quadrangle,

providing opportunities for informal interaction among the

various programs.

The northward expansion is continued past Reynolds and

Cahill drives, where a new science-related Millennial

Campus occupying five future building sites will be devel-

oped as a public-private venture. The area is expected to

house University academic/research facilities—most likely

along the western side—with private research and office to

the east. Buildings are configured to create both a public

and private presence, providing needed public orientation

and access and a series of interconnected courtyards and

terraces. Two pedestrian corridors tie the new development

to the campus core—a central path linked to Chancellor’s

Walk, and the new east campus greenway that runs through

the site. Both will activate this new campus and tie it into

the fabric of the University community.
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Wagoner Drive
Along Wagoner Drive, the plan recommends only limited action in order to maintain the current balance of built and open space at this important “front

door” to the campus. A new addition is proposed for Kenan Auditorium that will provide expanded back-of-house facilities with additional space for

smaller recital/seminar, office, and support space. This L-shaped building is configured to frame an outdoor room that could be designed as a pre-event

gathering space and/or memorial courtyard. Southwest of Trask Coliseum, the plan proposes a 9,000-seat multipurpose Convocation Center that would

serve as a significant architectural campus gateway from College Road at Hurst Drive. The building is sited to take advantage of the new Hurst Street

parking deck that will be developed as part of Phase 2.

A new visitor/welcome center should be developed within the Wagoner Drive corridor, adjacent to parking and preferably in, or as part of, one of the

existing buildings fronting Wagoner Drive.

Mixed-Use Center
with Parking Deck
(Public/Private
PartnershipConvocation Center

Hamilton Parking
Deck (800 spc.)

Library Expansion

Kenan Auditorium
Addition (expanded
back-of-house and
support functions)

Randall
Library

Trask
Coliseum

Hoggard

Historic
Quadrangle

Figure 6-5: Wagoner Drive Campus
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Phase II -
Appartments

Wagoner Hall
Expansion

Housing
Expansion

Student Recreation
Center Expansion

+/- 30-Acres
Recreation

Fields

Residential Life
New Housing
The plan identifies three sites for new housing developments that, together with existing facilities, create a crescent-shaped zone of residential life, includ-

ing housing, recreation fields, and an expanded Student Recreation Center.

A new 500-bed apartment complex is located directly north of Cornerstone Hall. Its six buildings are sited to promote internal inter-connectivity and to

provide a bridge between the proposed 30 acres of recreation fields to the north and the new Club House, other residences, and Wagoner Hall. A recent

design charrette conducted by the University’s housing office has established a preferred site plan scheme that is included in the Appendix of this report.

Two traditional residence halls are sited flanking Wagoner Hall and Chancellor’s Walk to create an architectural gateway to the residential sector.

Forming the southern end of the crescent are three traditional-style residences located south of Belk Hall and west of the Bluethenthal Wildflower Pre-

serve. The group of buildings is configured to create an internal courtyard open to Belk Hall—inviting its residents to share the space.

Wagoner Hall Expansion
The plan calls for significant expansion to Wagoner Hall—the University’s primary dining facility—for both increased dining area and kitchen capacity.

The extent of the proposed expansion will necessitate careful architectural design so that the additions enhance the existing structure.

Figure 6-6: East Campus Residential Area
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Recreation
A new 99,000-GSF expansion to the Student Recre-

ation Center is proposed immediately south of the

existing facility. The addition would include an

extensive outdoor terrace and pool overlooking the

restored Blue Line Stream and renovated recreation

fields.

Mixed-Use Student Commons
The plan identifies a site for a 141,600-GSF mixed-

use facility developed as a public-private partnership

containing student-focused retail on the ground floor

and university support services and commercial

functions on the upper two floors. The structure

wraps around a 600-space parking structure. Located

on university property along Hamilton Drive between

Hurst Drive and MacMillan Avenue, it is intended is

to create UNCW’s version of Franklin Street—a place

where students, faculty, staff, and neighbors can

mingle in an environment that feels “off-campus”

without having to cross high-traffic roadways. Thus,

it would offer the best of both worlds.

Athletics
A new Tennis Center is proposed east of Greene

Track and Field. Conceived as an athletics-related

Millennial Campus, it would be developed as a public-

private partnership. The complex would include a

clubhouse, center court, 12 outdoor courts, 9 indoor

courts, and a 600-space parking deck.

Figure 6-7: Proposed Facility Area Calculations
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Green Space

Although UNCW is a land-locked metropolitan university, its campus is blessed with an abundance of green space consisting of  natural woodlands,

conservation and preserve areas, parklands, and designed landscape. In addition, there are numerous—but non-descript—vegetated areas that exist

between facilities, parking and service areas, and roadside swales and buffers that contribute to the overall sense of generous campus green space.

The intent of the campus plan is to establish a comprehensive network of interrelated green spaces that unify the campus,  serve as a model for environ-

mental stewardship, and provide a rich environment for intellectual advancement and community building.

Natural Areas
Through the master planning process, two critical discoveries were made concerning the natural areas: first, the University community recognized the vital

importance of these areas to its mission and sense of place, and second, the Natural Areas Assessment report—completed as part of this planning effort—

highlighted the poor condition of the natural area habitats due to extended periods of management neglect. Together, these findings have led the University

to commit to the sound stewardship of its natural resources.

To this end, the master plan identifies 155 acres of key natural areas

(24 percent of campus) for habitat restoration, enhancement, and long-

range land management, including:

A) 140-acre area of contiguous woodland (containing two jurisdic-

tional wetlands)

B) 5-acre woodland (containing a jurisdictional wetland)

C) 10-acre Bluethenthal Preserve

Bluethenthal Wildflower Preserve
• Retain, enhance, and manage Bluethenthal Preserve as fol-

lows:

• Remove the existing fence to integrate the landscape

into the campus fabric and make it more pedestrian

accessible with interpretive trails and boardwalks,

while taking care not to disturb the habitat

B) 5 Acres

155 Acres
of Natural
Areas

A) 140 Acres

C) 10 Acres
Bluethenthal
Wildflower
Preserve

Natural Areas Key
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Jurisdictional Wetland

140-Acre Conservation
Area: Restored and

Managed as Coastal
Pineland Community

30 Acres of
Recreation

Fields

• Explore ways to improve/repair the Preserve’s hydrology so that the historic wetland zones can re-hydrate

• Implement Best Management Practices to achieve the highest and best habitat condition for each area

140-Acre East Campus Conservation Area:

• Set aside a contiguous area of forested woodlands to be designated as a “conservation zone,” creating a continuous east campus natural area of

approximately 140 acres. This zone would provide:

• Model habitat for education and research

• Locations for passive recreation with interpretive trails

Figure 6-10: Conservation Areas
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Jurisdictional Wetlands

5-Acre Conservation
Area

Conservation Area to
Include Interpretive
Trails, Outdoor Class-
rooms, and Passive
Recreation Opportunities

• A dense planted buffer between the main campus and the surrounding residential neighborhoods

• Retain, enhance, and manage jurisdictional wetlands, studying ways to re-hydrate these rapidly disappearing environments

• Implement Best Management Practices to achieve the highest and best habitat condition for each area

5-Acres South of Campus:

• Retain, enhance, and manage jurisdictional wetlands

• Implement Best Management Practices to achieve the highest and best habitat condition for each area
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Historic Quadrangle

College Road ‘Buffer’

Designed Landscapes
The master plan builds upon the University’s rich foundation of designed

landscapes. The projected building expansion presents many opportunities for

new landscapes, and simultaneously requires the enhancement and re-design

of some existing landscapes to fit new site conditions. The final result is a

network of integrated green spaces that gracefully transition from one into the

next.

The core campus has an extensive canopy of pine trees interspersed with

hardwood trees. This abundant canopy, outside the natural areas, provides the

University with a mature landscape backdrop against which a variety of

campus spaces—quadrangles, courtyards, plazas, and gardens—can be

designed to great advantage. As a result, the master plan recommends that all

future landscape development strive to retain and incorporate the existing

canopy, and plan for its long-range replacement as an integral part of each

design.

College Road Buffer
The large linear park-like landscape that fronts College Road is one of the most important and visible campus green spaces, serving as the public face of

the University. Currently, its primary function is to provide visual and noise buffers between the campus and the heavily trafficked College Road. How-

ever, as with most elements within the campus, this area can and must serve more than one function.

As UNCW’s gateway landscape, the College Road buffer should create a unique and memorable impression and enhance the arrival sequence for visitors

and members of the campus community. The master plan calls for incorporating signature planting that enhances desired views into the campus, while

continuing to screen out the noise and visual clutter of College Road. The area is envisioned as a garden, with meandering trails accented by well-designed

shrub and flowering tree beds—an azalea trail, for example—that would encourage the campus community to use and activate this parkland for passive

recreation. Moreover, the area would serve as an integral part of the University’s stormwater system, designed with a necklace of retention ponds that

enhances the pedestrian experience.

Designed Landscapes Key
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Historic Quadrangle
The oak-lined quadrangle formed by Hoggard, Alderman, and James halls is one of the University’s most sacred and recognizable landscapes. The master

plan calls for this iconic space to be preserved, maintained, and expanded westward to College Road—cutting through the linear parkland— to serve as

the University’s primary visual connection to the larger community. Since the stately Live Oaks already extend to College Road, the key design modifica-

tions are the removal of other trees and shrubs within the space formed by the oaks, and the development of new gateways and signs on either side of the

tree rows.

Figure 6-11: College Road Buffer
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Campus Commons

Student Center Quadrangle

Campus Commons
UNCW’s library and the adjacent Campus Commons serve as a nexus of

campus intellectual and social life. Since the Commons was created, the

University has added several new facilities that face and engage it, changing the

overall dynamic of this important open space. In addition, changes proposed by

the master plan to the surrounding areas and to pedestrian circulation patterns

will alter the functional needs of the Commons. As a result, the master plan

proposes enhancements and modifications that will better suit the changing

environment, while maintaining its original design intent. Key among them are:

• Increased engagement between the Commons and the University

Union and new Student Center through the creation of a sequence of

plazas that serve as community event and gathering spaces

• Reconfiguration and enlargement of the lakes in the Commons to

frame the University Union/Student Center plazas and to increase their

stormwater retention capacity; in addition, the reconfigured lakes

permit a more direct pedestrian circulation pattern from Chancellor’s

Walk to Randall Library

• Re-grading of the turf ellipse into a flat lawn to increase its use as a

gathering space and to serve as an expanded forecourt to Randall

Library

Student Center Quadrangle
Consistent with the goals of fostering a sense of community and creating a pedestrian-first  environment, the plan calls for the creation of a new quad-

rangle on the site of existing Lot E as a key component of the overall open space network. The quadrangle is formed by the Student Center, Westside

Hall, Warwick Center, and a proposed addition to King Hall. A quad in this location establishes a landscape connection between the Commons and the

historic quadrangle, and serves as a major gathering space and link among significant pedestrian circulation routes.

Gardens within the Historic Core
To create an integrated network of rich and varied landscapes, the master plan recommends that the University embark on a long-term effort to create a

number of elegantly designed gardens throughout the campus historic zone east of Wagoner Drive, between current and proposed buildings. Currently,

Designed Landscapes Key
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Redesigned Campus
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New Plazas
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there are many open spaces—mostly interstitial, left-over areas between buildings and parking lots—that are candidate sites. The diversity of these

spaces—scale, vegetation, orientation, and configuration—presents the University with a rare opportunity to dramatically improve its public face, create

significant donor opportunities, and add a rich layer to the campus environment.

Figure 6-12: Campus Commons and Student Center Quadrangle
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East Greenway

Chancellor’s Walk

Blue Line Stream
Greenway

East Green

Chancellor’s Walk
Traversing the campus core from Wagoner Hall on the east to the Commons on the west, Chancellor’s Walk is the primary organizing element of the

campus—its “main street.”

The plan recommends the redesign of Chancellor’s Walk to create a sequence of spaces that engages buildings and promotes community interaction. The

parallel walkways that make up Chancellor’s Walk are relocated closer to the building entrances, allowing the existing four-foot median to be expanded

into a gracious central mall with ample space to accommodate canopy trees and gathering spaces, and amenities such as seating, fountains, special

plantings, and artwork. Canopy trees also line the outer edge of the walkways; the double rows of trees strengthen the organization of the Walk and create

a continuously shaded, people-friendly environment.

East Green
Along Chancellor’s Walk, the plan identifies numerous areas between buildings to be developed as courtyards, plazas, and greens in order to create a

sequence of varied landscape experiences, better integrate buildings with the walk, and soften the linear quality of the corridor. A significant example is the

East Green formed by four L-shaped buildings adjacent to Walton Drive on the site of former Lots S and T. As a major new landscape, the East Green

serves as a counterpoint to the Commons and a transition  between the easternmost academic core and the residential-life sector beyond.

Formal Corridors
Several smaller walks—designed in the same vein as Chancellor’s Walk and

parallel or perpendicular to it—are proposed throughout the campus to connect

existing or key new zones. Each of these corridors would be developed with

significant tree canopy and gathering spaces.

Greenways
The two proposed greenways represent a significant, new organizing element in

the University’s landscape palette. Conceived as informal, meandering corridors

of naturalistic planting—predominantly native species in compositions that reflect

their natural distribution pattern—the greenways link the academic core and

Commons to the newly designated conservation zones along the University’s

eastern edge. Informal pedestrian and bicycle trails run throughout the

Designed Landscapes Key
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Redesigned Chancellor’s Walk
with a Expanded Green ‘Mall,’
and a Sequence of Courtyards

and Plazas

East’Green’

East Greenway, with Meandering
Trails, Bike Path, Naturalistic

Stormwater Wetlands, and Native
Vegetation

Blue Line Stream Greenway, Trails,
Bike Path along a Restored and

Enhanced Stream Corridor

Figure 6-13: Chancellor’s Walk and Corridors
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greenways, connecting with the more formal corridors leading to key functional zones. The corridors would be designed to accommodate adjacent

stormwater runoff in attractive and educational ways—as an amenity, rather than a utility.

East Greenway
The east campus greenway runs from Leutze Hall eastward through the Arts and Education sector and continues through the proposed science-related

Millennial Campus and residential areas until it connects with the conservation zone. As the University’s expansion continues eastward, this new greenway

will increase in importance as a much-used and valued open space.

Blue Line Stream Greenway
The unique feature of this greenway is the Blue Line Stream—a seasonal creek fed primarily by stormwater runoff and groundwater seepage—that

traverses the campus from the western end of the Bluethenthal Preserve to the large expanse of jurisdictional wetlands east of Lot EE and the University

Suites housing complex. The master plan calls for re-designing and re-engineering the waterway as both a picturesque campus amenity and as a major

component of the University’s stormwater infrastructure. Although detailed engineering studies will need to be undertaken, the overall goal is to transform

the stream course to capture and improve the quality of stormwater, and redirect the improved water to the jurisdictional wetlands to help re-hydrate these

areas.

Images of greenway elements; pathways, wetlands, vegetation, bridges
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Pedestrian Circulation

A key outcome of the master plan is the University’s commitment to creating a pedestrian-first campus that removes or limits pedestrian and vehicular

conflicts within the core. The plan establishes an interconnected network of safe, efficient, and attractive pedestrian walkways, sidewalks, pathways, and

trails that provide universal access throughout the campus. The proposed circulation system uses a hierarchy of materials, planting, and site fixtures and

furniture to both create a variety of experiences and aid with campus wayfinding.

Transforming the campus into a pedestrian-first

environment is a long-term commitment requiring a

series of substantive physical and programmatic

changes, including:

• Closure of non-essential roadways

• Creation of a campus loop road

• Removal of all non-essential parking from the core

• Expansion of alternative transportation options,

such as new and improved bicycle routes and

increased UNCW shuttle service

Chancellor’s Walk &
Aligned Pedestrian
Corridor ‘Ways’

Dedicated Transit
Corridor - Bike &
Shuttle (former
Price Drive)

Loop Road

Loop Road

Figure 6-14: Key Pedestrian Circulation Elements
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Chancellor’s Walk
As the campus “main street,” Chancellor’s Walk is the most frequently used pedestrian corridor, linking two highly sought destinations—Wagoner (dining)

Hall and Randall Library—and fronting many of the University’s key academic and student services buildings.

Recognizing the importance of this primary corridor, the plan recommends its redesign as a more pedestrian-friendly walkway and gathering space that

promotes community interaction. Key recommendations are to:

• Relocate walkways closer to building

entrances

• Expand walkway widths

• Implement distinctive pavement to empha-

size the Walk’s primary role

• Separate pedestrian/bicycle movement

• Implement a signature palette of canopy

trees and plantings

• Create seating areas with amenities

• Improve rainwater drainage to eliminate

periodic  ponding

The expanded walkways would be designed and

constructed to allow for emergency vehicle access,

while discouraging use by skateboarders and

bicyclists.

Figure 6-15: Aerial of Chancellor’s Walk
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Formal  Walkways
The plan recommends the creation of eight formal walkways aligned with Chancellor’s Walk that establish new, universal-access pedestrian links between

key areas of campus. Each will require site-specific design solutions; however, as a group they should be treated as primary movement corridors with

wide walkways (10’ to 15’) with substantial tree canopy, plantings, and amenities.

Arts and Education Way
The walkway extends south from the Cultural Arts Building to Chancellor’s Walk, linking the School of Education, the proposed Performing Arts Center,

a proposed academic building, and Dobo and Cameron halls. Arts and Education Way, linear in its layout, intersects and contrasts with the meandering

course of the East Campus Greenway.

South Housing Way
The walkway extends from the south residential sector, near the University Apartments and Belk Hall, northward across Chancellor’s Walk, terminating at

Dobo Hall. Hugging the northern edge of the Bluethenthal Preserve, the walkway should reflect this adjacency, without intruding into this sensitive

environment.

 East Housing / Recreation Way
The walkway extends southward from the

proposed 30-acrea recreation sector, through

the Phase II Apartments, and terminates at

the new Community Center located east of

Wagoner Hall. It creates a safe and efficient

link between three important residential life

elements—recreation, housing, and dining.

Millennial Way
The walk extends southward from the

northern edge of the science-related Millennial

Campus to Chancellor’s Walk. Along its

course, the walkway links nine proposed

facilities—including the new School of

Nursing—and a proposed Millennial Campus

Millennial Campus Way South Housing Way

Figure 6-17: Core Academic Campus Circulation

Arts &  Education  Way
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parking structure. This new walkway is key

to creating a physical link between the

Millennial Campus and the traditional

academic core.

Wagoner Way
Wagoner Way establishes a ceremonial

promenade along Wagoner Drive, the

University’s primary visitor access roadway.

Although currently there is minor pedestrian

movement along this western edge of

campus, it will increase as the numerous new

facilities and green space enhancements

proposed for this special-use sector are

realized. The promenade extends from the

intersection of Randall and Wagoner drives

to the intersection of Hurst and Wagoner

drives. The promenade forms the western

edge of the linear parkland, while to the east

it links many of the University’s most

publicly used facilities—Kenan Auditorium,

the expanded library, the historic quadrangle,

Trask Coliseum, and the proposed Convoca-

tion Center.

Racine Way
Originating at the new Racine and Randall drives roundabout, the walk extends southward, intersects Chancellor’s Walk and terminates at the new transit

hub south of the Commons. Racine Way serves as a major pedestrian gateway into the core campus, moving substantial numbers of students who live,

shop, and play in the areas north of campus. The corridor’s course requires two segments: the first leg extends into campus on a southern track from

Racine to roughly Friday Hall, while the second segment extends southwest by Leutze Hall and the Commons.

Figure 6-18: West Campus Circulation

Racine Way Wagoner Way Hamilton Way
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Hamilton Way
Hamilton Way extends northward from MacMillan Avenue—along the western side of Hamilton Drive —to the proposed Student Center quadrangle.

Although Hamilton Way is essentially an expanded sidewalk, its design should be consistent with the other formal walkways, since it links many key south

campus facilities and the neighborhood to the core campus.

Greenway Corridor Paths
The plan calls for the creation of two major greenways that originate within the core campus near the Commons and extend diagonally from either side of

Chancellor’s Walk to the conservation areas forming the eastern boundary of the campus. Pedestrians would circulate through the greenways along

informal paths, which meander to take advantage of natural features and views. Since greenway planting would simulate the appearance of natural

woodlands, lighting should be kept to minimum allowable levels. The design challenge is to create a sylvan parkland experience—in contrast with the

formal walkways—while maintaining universal access and safety.

Sidewalks
The plan calls for attractive, safe, and accessible sidewalks along all university roadways, linked to internal campus circulation and, where applicable,

neighborhood street sidewalks. Campus sidewalks would be set back from roadways to provide a planted buffer between vehicular and pedestrian move-

ment. Planting is limited to hardwood canopy street trees and low-growing vegetation to allow for unobstructed views.

Crosswalks
Crosswalks would be developed where pedestrian circulation crosses any roadway, service corridor, or travel lane within a surface parking lot. All cross-

walks would be designed as a continuation of the pedestrian pavement, rather than painted stripping. At all primary roadway crossings—the loop road,

Reynolds and Wagoner drives, and Riegel Road—crosswalks would be raised “tables” that extend the full width of the pedestrian circulation areas. In

addition, roadway rumble strips would be installed offset from all crosswalks at a distance determined by traffic engineers.

Trails
As part of the enhancement and management of conservation areas, a system of low-impact trails should be developed to allow campus community

access to these valuable environments in a sustainable, non-disruptive mode of circulation. Trails should be configured to take advantage of natural

features and significant habitat for educational purposes. Access through the Bluethenthal Preserve, between the academic core and residential/recreation

areas, may take the form of low-impact, raised boardwalks, as used in preserves and conservation areas throughout the country.
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Vehicle Circulation

Vehicular circulation is designed to provide convenient access to parking and drop-off lanes, while giving precedence to pedestrians accessing the academic

core. Primary vehicle circulation in the physical master plan relies upon a holistic approach for managing anticipated travel demands – including location of

parking, vehicle/pedestrian conflicts, intersection deficiencies, street closures, and turn lane requirements. Together, these elements provide sustainable

solutions for a shared vision that maintains the character of the internal street system as a collection of two-lane facilities.

The physical master plan depicts a refined perimeter loop road system for moving traffic safely and efficiently around campus, replacing the current

collection of disjointed streets (see Figure 6-19). The new loop road system includes the extension of Hurst Drive east to Riegel Road and the extension of

Reynolds Drive/Walton Drive north and west around the proposed Millennial Research Campus.  The alignment of Randall Road is also proposed to shift

northward between Bear Hall and Reynolds Drive to eliminate vehicle-pedestrian conflicts in the area of existing parking and accommodate a new round-

about at Racine Drive. Other roundabouts proposed for the main campus include:

• Randall Drive and Reynolds Drive

• Reynolds Drive and Walton Drive

• Walton Drive and Riegel Road

• Hamilton Drive and Hurst Drive

Prior to implementation, a detailed design feasibility study should be completed for each of the proposed roundabout locations to confirm their application

and to refine the design concepts shown in the physical master plan.

Overall, the generous distance between major intersections and anticipated turn lane improvements in the physical master plan maintain efficient traffic

flow around the loop road system as a two-lane facility. Traffic volumes anticipated on the loop road steadily decline as motorists travel east of College

Road. The location of major surface parking lots and parking decks on Randall Drive and Hurst Drive capture most commuter students and faculty/staff

prior to entering the eastern portions of the loop road. Nonetheless, special design considerations should be given to the section of Walton Drive adjacent

to residential housing to ensure that vehicles are aware that they have entered into an environment of heightened pedestrian crossings.  Preliminary design

elements envisioned for this portion of the corridor include raised pedestrian crosswalks and landscaped center medians that provide refuge for students
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and faculty crossing the loop road. These elements should be

spaced at a minimum distance (determined in subsequent studies)

to maintain 20 mph automobile travel speeds near the resident

halls.

In addition to the loop road system, the physical master plan

incorporates a number of other improvements to the internal street

system in order to enhance vehicle efficiency and balance the

needs of motorized and non-motorized travel modes. Price Drive

is closed to traditional automobile traffic to accommodate a

dedicated transit and bicycle corridor between Wagoner Hall and

the Student Union. Service vehicle access to buildings within the

academic core is maintained via the new dedicated transit corridor.

Cahill Drive is closed between Randall Drive and Walton Drive

and Reynolds Drive is closed between Cahill Drive to Price Drive

to reinforce the pedestrian campus.  The remaining portion of

Reynolds Drive is also realigned to accommodate the new Millen-

nium Research Campus. Wagoner Drive, between Hurst Drive

and Randall Drive, is not proposed for modification in the physical

master plan; however, University officials should monitor condi-

tions at intersections with Randall Drive and Hurst Drive in

subsequent years to determine if minor geometric improvements

are necessary to maintain efficient operations—especially for

traffic moving in a counterclockwise direction.

The distribution of parking lots envisioned in the physical master plan also serves to better balance the traffic demands among primary entrances on

College Road and Racine Drive by shifting traffic demand both south and east on campus. Additional parking supply provided for students and employees

traveling from points north and east, including Wrightsville Beach, is provided via the entrance from Rose Avenue, which will further reduce traffic

demands at historically busy intersections. Consolidated surface parking lots and parking decks along the perimeter loop road make the overall system

more efficient by limiting turning movements to key locations that are provided with dedicated turn lanes.

Loop Road

 Path of campus loop road
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Parking

The spirit of the physical master plan for UNCW redefines the expanding academic core as a pedestrian campus. The plan consolidates 5,718 existing

parking spaces scattered throughout the landscape plus a portion of the additional parking demands envisioned through the long term planning horizon

(2015) into a series of surface lots and parking decks located generally along the perimeter loop road system. Space limitations on the main campus limit

the ability of the physical master plan to accommodate all new parking spaces required to meet long term demand. Parking demand models calibrated for

UNCW estimate that up to 7,783 additional parking spaces could be required to keep up with population growth, construction of proposed special use

facilities, and current University parking policies and space ratios established for the suburban style campus. Solutions proposed in the physical master

plan rely upon a combination of additional parking supply (4,847 spaces), shared use parking strategies for special use facilities (1,742 spaces), and

residential parking demand reduction policies (1,039 spaces) to be considered by University officials for accommodating future year parking demands.

The remaining unmet demand (155 spaces) anticipated for the campus would be accommodated in an off-site location to be identified by University

officials at a later time.  In future years, parking facilities depicted on the physical master plan that are not implemented for various reasons will require

University officials to replace parking supply on a 1:1 basis elsewhere on campus or consider additional policy decisions to forego certain parking supplies.

The size, general location, and permit type recommended for parking facilities serving the main campus are illustrated in Figure 6-20. Resident student lots

are located in close proximity to nearby dormitories to serve daily needs; however, it is not envisioned that these students would continue driving to

destinations on campus since bicycle, pedestrian, and transit improvements provide viable alternatives to the automobile.  Non-resident student lots are

generally located near the eastern and western extremes of campus to reduce vehicle-pedestrian conflicts and minimize vehicle miles traveled on internal

campus roads. Faculty/staff lots are concentrated in either two new parking decks located within convenient walking distance or transit service to most

destinations within the academic core or among several smaller lots created to meet demands of visiting professors, service vehicles, or equipment drop-

off for specialized classes. Handicapped parking spaces would be provided within the smaller faculty/staff lots.
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Bicycle Circulation

The bicycle network envisioned for the physical master plan is a hierarchy of multi-use paths designated to provide efficient travel between on-campus

destinations. Officials of UNCW’s office of Business and Support Services prefer single-side multi-use paths (8-12 feet wide) to accommodate two-way,

mixed travel for bicycles and pedestrians along all primary and secondary roads on campus. The general alignment for the multi-use path should be

towards the interior of campus to minimize the number of bicycle and pedestrian crossings. Special consideration should also be given in subsequent

design feasibility studies to minimize potential issues associated with locating the proposed multi-use use path in close proximity to campus roads—

including general alignment, intersection and driveway treatments, and appropriate signage.

Greenway paths proposed for the interior of campus provide direct access to academic buildings, student services, resident halls, and the library via a

system of dedicated bicycle and pedestrian facilities. These facilities may be designed as either combined bicycle-pedestrian paths (8-12 feet wide) or as

separate, meandering paths within the same corridor to soften the impacts in more natural settings. Greenway paths serve as the most direct connection

between resident halls and the academic core for pedestrians and bicyclists on campus.

Bicycle parking areas are directed away from the front of academic buildings and near residential halls to help minimize the number of pedestrian-bicycle

conflicts on campus. These areas are focused in close proximity to new multiuse paths; however, the University’s commitment to a pedestrian-first

campus should preclude their presence along Chancellor’s Walk. The size and design of these bicycle parking areas will be determined in subsequent

studies.

University officials are also encouraged to partner with representatives for the City of Wilmington and the North Carolina Department of Transportation

(NCDOT) to explore opportunities for enhancing the surrounding regional bicycle network towards increasing  bicycle travel by off-campus students and

employees. As such, opportunities should be explored for connecting the campus system of multi-use paths into a future regional bicycle system.
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Transit Circulation

The physical master plan relies heavily upon an improved transit system for maintaining mobility within, and leading to, the main campus. On campus,

transit service connects commuter student and faculty parking areas with their final destinations and expedites travel for resident students wishing to

access the academic core. Off campus, transit service provides mobility options to those students living within a one mile radius of campus that are

traditionally restricted from securing daytime parking permits.  Safe, convenient access to regional Seahawk Shuttle Routes serving the main campus also

provides the UNCW population with sustainable connections to the surrounding community.

Three campus shuttle routes are proposed for the physical master plan:

Campus Loop Shuttle
The campus loop shuttle is a circular route (clockwise) around campus serving major parking decks and surface parking lots sited along the perimeter loop

road. Bus stop locations along this route should provide a bus pullout facility, sometimes referred to as an eyebrow, to maintain efficient traffic circulation

within the travel lane during loading and unloading periods. Service headways on this route are envisioned to be 20 minutes or less during peak periods.

Park and Ride Shuttle
The park and ride shuttle provides express bus service between the expanded park and ride lot proposed west of College Road and the Student Union,

with access to the academic core provided via a pedestrian corridor. Intermediate stops along the route could be provided at the two special use parking

decks proposed along Hurst Drive in future years. Bus stop locations along this route should provide bus pullout facilities to maintain efficient traffic

circulation within the travel lane during loading and unloading periods.  Service headways on this route are envisioned to be 15 minutes or less during peak

periods.

Dedicated Transit Corridor
A dedicated transit corridor extends between Wagoner Hall and the Student Union to provide students, faculty, and staff with quick, direct access to the

academic core. The corridor is designed to facilitate bus travel in both directions via a compressed loop system with dedicated on-street bicycle lanes

provided along both sides. A wide sidewalk proposed along the north side of the corridor is extended to the street in designated areas to facilitate bus stop

amenities—including shelters, benches, trash receptacles, lighting, and safety call boxes.  Service headways in the transit corridor are assumed to be 5

minutes during peak periods.
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All campus shuttles will converge at a single internal hub, located near the Student Union, for convenient transfer between the three routes. The proposed

transit ‘super stop’ should include a large internal loop for dwelling busses and a plaza for waiting patrons.  A large canopy for shelter, benches, lighting,

waste receptacles, and safety call boxes should be included in the ultimate design of this facility.  University officials may also consider implementing

intelligent transportation system technologies at the super stop to provide better service for patrons.  Early innovations may include countdown boards for

next available bus service and/or GPS tracking of buses linked to student and employee internet resources for monitoring real time service schedules.  In

future years, a police substation located inside the new parking deck proposed east of the Student Union could provide an added sense of security for this

area.

Other bus stop locations serving these proposed campus transit routes should be coordinated with common design themes and minimum amenities to

support the improved transit service. Benches, shelters, lighting, waste receptacles, and safety call boxes should be provided at all bus stops located on

campus. Sidewalks should be installed to link stop locations back to campus buildings, with all stops located towards the interior of the loop road system

to eliminate unnecessary pedestrian crossings.

Beyond the borders of campus, University officials should partner with representatives for the City of Wilmington and Wave Transit to study, and ulti-

mately recommend transit improvements, and increased transit options for access to campus for surrounding residential neighborhoods (especially within

the one mile buffer). These efforts should include review of existing Seahawk Shuttle Routes (i.e. route alignments, service headways, access to bus

stops, etc,) and opportunities for developing new service areas, especially in the vicinity of Racine Drive/College Acres Road.
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7 IMPLEMENTATION

The recommendations contained in the campus master plan are based on a 10-year planning horizon, the period from 2005 to 2015. The potential for

growth within that time is substantial, evidenced by the +/-2.5 million gross square feet of additional academic and academic support space projected to

meet the University’s enrollment objectives. To achieve all that the plan recommends in a 10-year period will take careful coordination and several major

actions. As the University moves forward with specific construction projects, it is essential that measures be taken to ensure that all aspects of campus life

continue without disruption.

Phasing

Over the last few years, UNCW has undertaken a number of renovations and addi-

tions to existing buildings and construction of new facilities, which are rapidly trans-

forming the campus. A few examples are Hoggard Hall, Westside Hall,  the Burney

Center, and the new School of Education and Sports Medicine buildings. Currently in

construction are the Cultural Arts, Student Center, and Computer and Information

buildings and the Phase I Student Apartments.

Looking forward, future campus development is expected to occur in two phases,

with each project and its associated site development scheduled within a specific

phase. While Phase 1 (2005-2010) represents actions and projects identified by the

University as priority projects, the subsequent projects outlined in Phase 2  will occur

as space need and funding are identified. However, should the University determine

that a Phase 2 project is an immediate priority with available funding, that project

could be moved into Phase 1. Conversely, should a Phase 1 project no longer be

considered a priority, its development could be postponed to the second phase. As a

result, the phasing framework should be used as a flexible development guide, with

periodic reevaluation to assure that the identified actions meet the University’s needs.

The Campus Plan without tree cover
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The following is an outline of the sequence of implementation actions, both short- and long-term that will enable UNCW to realize the highest and best

use of its campus.

The proposed implementation strategy contains three key categories—Phasing, Cost Estimates, and Design Guidelines—and will serve as a vital founda-

tion for establishing future capital project funding priorities.

Phase 1
Phase 1 sets in motion many of the key recommendations of the master plan that will ultimately

result in a more organized and cohesive campus with increased facility capacity and better designed

and managed green space. To that end, Phase 1 recommends new buildings within the core,

additional housing, the closure of non-essential roadways, new and expanded formal landscapes,

dedication of 155 acres of woodlands as conservation areas, and new areas for recreation.

Buildings
Four new academic and support buildings, and six student-apartment residences are proposed in

Phase 1:

New Construction
Early Actions

B-1 School of Nursing and Health Science Professions Building

Subsequent Actions
B-2 Academic classroom building

B-3 Science laboratory building

B-4 Randall Library expansion

R-1 Phase II Student Apartments

Phase II Apartments Preliminary Schematic Plan
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Green Space
Phase 1 recommendations are focused primarily on establishing the conservation areas and improv-

ing core campus landscapes.

Early Actions
GS-1 Landscape improvements associated with the Student Center and Lot E

GS-2 Restoration, enhancement, and management of 155-acres of conservation areas

GS-3 Redesign and enhancement of Chancellor’s Walk

Subsequent Actions
GS-4 Expansion of the historic quadrangle ‘lawn’

GS-5 Wagoner Way landscape improvements

GS-6 Redesign of the Campus Commons

GS-7 Develop recreation fields, as needed, based on a recreation master plan

GS-8 East Housing Way landscape improvements

Examples of stormwater management landscapes
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Phase 1 recommendations are focused on initial implementation of pedestrian safety measures, improving core campus pedestrian circulation, and modest

changes to roadways and surface parking.

Pedestrian Circulation
Actions

PC-1 Chancellor’s Walk

PC-2 Initial develop of low-impact trails in conservation areas (including the Bluethenthal

             Preserve)

PC-3 Raised pedestrian roadway crossings at designated locations

PC-4 Walkways and new gateway/signage as part of the extended historic quadrangle

PC-5 East Housing Way

PC-6 Secondary and tertiary walks, pathways, and trails associated with new facility

             development

Trails, crosswalks, and roadways
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Bike path, SeaHawk Shuttle

Vehicular Circulation
Early Actions

V-1 Close Reynolds Drive between Cahill Drive and Price Drive

V-2 Redesign Reynolds Drive and Cahill Drive intersection to accommodate SONHP

Building

V-3 Extend Plyer Drive to connect with Residential Suites Service Road

V-4 Develop SONHP Building entrance and associated parking

V-5 Extend Walton Drive to create access to Phase 2 Residential Housing

V-6 Interim safety/operation improvements for intersection of Racine Drive and

               Randall Drive

Subsequent Actions
V-7 Construct vehicular entrances and associated parking/service areas at all designated

Phase 1 buildings

Bicycle Circulation
Actions

B-1 Construct concentrated bicycle parking storage facilities at residential halls and key

academic buildings to promote bicycle activity and limit pedestrian-bicycle conflicts

B-2 Install wayfinding signage and bicycle warning signs to motorists (i.e. share the

road) on all primary and secondary roadways within campus

Transit Circulation
Early Actions

T-1 Construct bus pull out bays along existing primary campus roadways

T-2 Develop prototype design package (i.e. shelter, benches, lighting, waste receptacles,

and safety call boxes) for improving all campus bus stop locations; begin

construction of recommended improvements.
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Porous asphalt parking lot

T-3 Coordinate with representatives from the City of Wilmington and Wave Transit to

review existing regional transit routes serving campus via Randall Road and to

identify safety improvements that could facilitate more efficient interface between

the local and regional systems.  Initial efforts should address regional bus routes

and options for eliminating unnecessary pedestrian crossings across Randall Drive.

T-4 Partner with representatives from the City of Wilmington and Wave Transit to

improve transit options for students, faculty, and staff living within the one mile

buffer area measured from campus

Subsequent Actions
T-5 Construct sidewalks between campus buildings and improved campus bus stop

locations

Parking
Actions

PP-1 Design and construct new surface parking lot east of Reynolds Drive in two phases

(200 spaces per phase) to serve as temporary parking until Phase 2 implementation

PP-2 Construct new surface parking lots associated with Private Residential Housing –

Phase 2 (612 spaces)

PP-3 Expand Lot II surface parking lot to accommodate 40 additional parking spaces

PP-4 Construct new 384-space residential student surface parking lot

PP-5 Reconstruct existing park-and-ride surface parking lot to accommodate 500 total

parking spaces

PP-6 Develop parking and service areas associated with Phase I buildings

RP-1 Eliminate portion of Lot T surface parking to accommodate construction of

SONHP Building (approximately 200 spaces)

RP-2 Eliminate Lot HH surface parking to accommodate new, expanded residential

student parking lot (275 spaces)
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CIS in-construction

Phase 2
With the groundwork of a new more cohesive campus established in Phase 1, the second phase of implementation focuses on major campus elements that

will transform the UNCW campus.

Key Phase 2 developments are:

• Campus loop road

• New academic, academic support, and special-use facilities that expand the academic core and create a new public face for the University

• Two Millennial Campuses

• Expanded campus residential opportunities to meet the University’s goal of housing 35 percent of undergraduates

• Formal walkways and greenway corridors

• College Road Parkland enhancements

• Two new parking structures

Buildings
Thirty-five new buildings are proposed in Phase 2. As discussed earlier, the following facilities are

not currently identified by the University as capital or priority projects. As a result, the proposed

implementation sequencing represents one view of a logical progression of actions.

New construction
Actions

B-1 Signature east campus core gateway building

B-2 Signature east campus core gateway building

B-3 New L-shaped building completes quadrangle

B-4 New building along Chancellor’s Walk

B-5 New building along Chancellor’s Walk

B-6 Convocation/event center (9,000 seat facility)

B-7 New building frames Racine pedestrian gateway

B-8 New building frames Racine pedestrian gateway

B-9 New L-shaped building in Arts & Education sector

B-10 Performing Arts Center

B-11 University building in science-related Millennial Campus

B-12 University building in science-related Millennial Campus
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Building Additions / Rennovations
A-1 Wagoner Hall addition

A-2 Student Recreation Center addition

A-3 King Hall additions

A-4 Kenan Auditorium addition

A-5 Friday Hall addition

Residential
R-1 Two L-shaped traditional student residence halls framing Wagoner Hall

R-2 Three new traditional student residence halls south of the Bluethenthal Preserve

Parking
P-1 Student Union parking structure—1,200 spaces

P-2 Hamilton parking structure—800 spaces

P-3 Performing Arts parking structure—1,300 spaces

Public/Private Partnership Development
Buildings

Athletic Millennial Campus:
PB-1 Millennial Tennis Center Clubhouse

PB-2 Millennial Tennis Center ‘Center Court’

PB-3 Millennial Tennis Center indoor courts

PP-1 Millennial Tennis Center parking structure

Mixed-Use Center:

PB-4 Mixed-Use Retail Center (at grade  retail, upper levels office &/or classrooms)

PP-2 Mixed-Use parking structure
Science-Related Millennial Campus:

PB-5 L-shaped anchor  building

PB-6 L-shaped liner building along parking deck

PB-7 Signature Millennial Campus buidling

PP-1 Millennial Campus parking structure
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Demolition
Telecommunications (to accommodate new commuter parking lot)

Academic Support Center (to accommodate new commuter parking lot)

Scene shop (to accommodate new commuter parking lot)

University Police (to accommodate new commuter lot)
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Green Space
Phase 2 recommendations are focused on developing the greenways and the extensive network of designed open spaces that will create a cohesive

campus landscape.

Actions
GS-1 Enhance the Blue Line Stream and develop an associated greenway

GS-2 Streetscape improvements at all campus roadways (including service corridors)

GS-3 Design and develop the East Green

GS-4 Landscape enhancements to the South Housing Way

GS-5 Develop landscape buffers along all campus edge roadways

GS-6 Landscape enhancements to Hamilton Way

GS-7 Hurst Street Entrance Gateway/Signage

GS-8 College Road buffer ‘garden’ landscape enhancements

GS-9 Develop stormwater lakes as landscape amenities (capacity determined by a

completed stormwater master plan)

GS-10 Develop gardens along Wagoner sector of campus (donor/naming opportunities)

GS-11 Randal Road Entrance/Gateway/Signage

GS-12 Leutze/Morton Arrival Court/Plaza

GS-13 Landscape enhancements to Racine Way, the pedestrian gateway and corridor

GS-14 Landscape enhancements to the Arts & Education Way

GS-15 Landscape Enhancements to Millennial Way

GS-16 Design and Develop the East Campus Greenway

Examples of landscape types
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Pedestrian Circulation
Actions

PC-1 Raised pedestrian crosswalks at all designated locations

PC-2 Design and Develop the low-impact pedestrian pathways in the Blue Line Stream

Greenway

PC-3 Design and develop the South Housing walkway

PC-4 Design and develop attractive and accessible sidewalks along all campus roadways

PC-5 Design and develop garden pathways in College Road buffer

PC-6 Design and develop the Racine walkway

PC-7 Design and develop the Arts & Education walkway

PC-8 Design and develop low-impact pedestrian pathways in the East Campus

Greenway

PC-9 Design and develop the Millennial Campus walkway

Pavement and pedestrian areas
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Vehicular Circulation
Early Actions

V-1 Rebuild/shift Randall Drive to eliminate vehiclar-pedestrian conflicts and accommodate proposed roundabout at intersection with Racine

Drive

V-2 Extend Hurst Drive to Riegel Road to complete missing segment of loop road system

V-3 Extend Reynolds Drive/Walton Drive north and west around Millenial Research Campus to accommodate loop road system

V-4 Close Price Drive to accommodate dedicated premium transit corridor

V-5 Complete detailed design feasibility study for all roundabout locations and implement recommended improvements

V-6 Close Cahill Drive west of Reynolds Drive

V-7 Redevelop Walton Drive adjacent to residential housing with raised pedestrian crosswalks and center medians to reinforce pedestrian

environment

V-8 Redevelop Wagoner Road with signature pavement treatment

V-9 Develop Leutz Hall / Morton Hall vehicular arrival court

V-10 Redevelop Riegel Drive/Hamilton Drive with side street multi-use path and sidewalk on opposite sides of the street and transit amenities

V-11 Construct second receiving lane on Randall Drive between College Road and Wagoner Drive to receive southbound dual left turn lanes

from College Road sometime in the future (to be coordinated with improvements by NCDOT and the City of Wilmington to improve the

College Road Corridor – yet undefined)

V-12 Construct second receiving lane on Hurst Drive between College Road and Wagoner Drive to receive southbound dual left turn lanes

from College Road sometime in the future (to be coordinated with improvements by NCDOT and the City of Wilmington to improve the

College Road Corridor – yet undefined)

Subsequent Actions
V-13 Construct westbound center left turn lane on Hurst Drive to service the new 600-space special use facility/staff parking deck (pending

private investment)

V-14 Redevelop Hurst Drive between Hamilton Drive and College Road to provide a continuous center left turn lane to service the new 800-

space commuter student parking deck

V-15 Construct eastbound center left turn lane on Riegel Drive to service new 1,200-space combination residential student, commuter student,

and faculty/staff parking deck

V-16 Construct eastbound right turn lane on Randall Drive to service the new 1,300-space combination commuter student, faculty/staff, and

special use facility parking deck

V-17 Construct eastbound right turn lane on Randall Drive to service the new commuter student surface parking lot west of Bear Hall

V-18 Construct vehicular entrances and associated parking/service areas at all designated Phase 2 buildings
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Bicycle Circulation
Early Actions

B-1 Construct bicycle lanes within dedicated premium transit corridor between Wagoner Hall and Student Union

B-2 Construct side street multi-use paths along all primary and secondary roadways on campus

B-3 Develop greenway paths for north and south bicycle/pedestrian corridors

B-4 Construct greenway path between Randall Drive and academic core

B-5 Construct greenway path between Hamilton Drive and campus library

Subsequent Action
B-6 Construct bicycle parking areas adjacent to new greenway paths (north and south corridors)

B-7 Construct bicycle parking areas adjacent to premium transit corridor

B-8 Partner with representatives from the City of Wilmington Metropolitan Planning Organization to improve bicycle facilities leading to

campus within the one mile buffer area, especially Racine Drive, Riegel Road, and Hamilton Drive.
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Transit Circulation
Early Actions

T-1 Implement proposed route alignment and bus stop locations for the park and ride shuttle after completion of the Hurst Drive extension to

Riegel Road as part of loop road system

T-2 Construct dedicated premium transit corridor between Wagoner Hall and the Student Union

T-3 Implement proposed route alignment and bus stop locations for the campus loop shuttle after completion of the Randall Drive/Walton

Drive portion of loop road system

T-4 Construct bus pull out bays on Randall Drive, Walton Drive, and Hurst Drive (west of Riegel Drive) as part of new loop road system

T-5 Develop prototype for internal transit hub (“super stop”) and implement recommended improvements for the location proposed near the

Student Union

Subsequent Actions
T-6 Construct sidewalks between campus buildings and improved campus bus stop locations located location along new sections of loop road

system
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Parking
Early Actions

PP-1 Construct new 223-space combination commuter student, faculty, and staff surface parking lot

PP-2 Construct new 400-space commuter student surface parking lot

PP-3 Construct new 236-space commuter student surface parking lot

PP-4 Construct new 265-space residential student surface parking lot

PP-5 Construct new 121-space residential student surface parking lot

PP-6 Construct 600-space special use facility parking deck on the Millennial Tennis Campus (pending private investment)

PP-7 Construct 600-space special use facility parking deck on Hurst Drive (pending private investment)

PP-8 Construct 800-space commuter student parking deck on Hamilton Drive

PP-9 Re-construct commuter student surface parking lot (154 spaces)

PP-10 Re-construct Eaton Plaza to become faculty/staff surface parking lot (60 spaces)

PP-11 Construct new 140-space faculty/staff surface parking lot

PP-12 Construct new 48-space faculty/staff and late night student surface parking lot adjacent to Randall Library

PP-13 Re-construct commuter student surface parking lot (160 spaces)

PP-14 Construct 1,300-space combination commuter student, faculty/staff, and special use facility parking deck on Randall Drive

PP-15 Construct 1,200-space special use facility parking deck on the Millennial Research Campus (pending private investment)

PP-16 Construct 1,200-space combination residential student, commuter student, and faculty/staff parking deck on Riegel Road

PP-17 Develop parking and service areas associated with new Phase II buildings

PP-18 Redevelop existing surface parking lots on campus to become a sustainable component of the University’s infrastructure, including

maintaining stormwater retention and infiltration on-site

Subsequent Actions
PP-19 Develop parking for 30-acre recreation area northeast of Millennial Research Campus (based on subsequent master plan study completed

for the area)

PP-20 Construct westbound center left turn lane on Hurst Drive to service the new 600-space special use facility/staff parking deck (pending

private investment)

PP-21 Redevelop Hurst Drive between Hamilton Drive and College Road to provide a continuous center left turn lane to service the new 800-

space commuter student parking deck

PP-22 Construct eastbound center left turn lane on Riegel Drive to service new 1,200-space combination residential student, commuter student,

and faculty/staff parking deck
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PP-23 Construct eastbound right turn lane on Randall Drive to service the new commuter student surface parking lot west of Bear Hall

PP-24 Construct eastbound right turn lane on Randall Drive to service the new 1,300-space combination commuter student, faculty/staff, and

special use facility parking deck

RP-1 Eliminate Lot O surface parking to accommodate new, expanded residential student parking lot (207 spaces)

RP-2 Eliminate South Gate gravel surface parking lot to accommodate new portion of the proposed loop road system

RP-3 Eliminate Lot L surface parking to accommodate two new traditional student resident halls (234 spaces)

RP-4 Eliminate Lot M surface parking to accommodate new traditional student resident hall and proposed Student Union Parking Deck (180

spaces)

RP-5 Eliminate tennis court gravel surface parking lot to accommodate Hamilton Drive Parking Deck

RP-6 Eliminate Lots K and Lot K Extension surface parking to accommodate proposed Convocation Center and reconfiguration of adjacent

surface parking lot (377 spaces)

RP-7 Eliminate Lot F surface parking and develop new courtyard area (51 spaces)

RP-8 Eliminate Lot C surface parking to accommodate proposed addition to Kenan Auditorium (189 spaces)

RP-9 Eliminate Lot G surface parking to accommodate new Leutze/Morton Hall Arrival Court and Plaza (157 spaces)

RP-10 Eliminate Lots H and I surface parking to accommodate a new alignment for Randall Drive towards the north edge of campus (326

spaces)

RP-11 Eliminate Lot Q surface parking to accommodate new Performing Arts Center (110 spaces)

RP-12 Eliminate Lots R-1 and R-2 surface parking to accommodate new academic building (114 spaces)

RP-13 Eliminate 400-space temporary surface parking lot east of Reynolds Drive to accommodate Millennial Research Campus

RP-14 Eliminate portion of Lot FF surface parking to accommodate new traditional student resident hall (31 spaces)

RP-15 Eliminate Lot S surface parking to accommodate two new academic buildings (408 spaces)

RP-16 Eliminate portion of Lot T surface parking to accommodate new academic building (approximately 200 spaces)

RP-17 Eliminate Lot E surface parking to accommodate new quadrangle area (121 spaces)

RP-18 Remove on-street parking along Reigel Road and Hamilton Drive (160 spaces)
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Cost Estimates

The plan’s extended development horizon and its phased implementation make the preparation of precise cost estimates for future development and

improvements impractical. However, it is possible to project an order-of-magnitude range of costs based on current UNCW and regional market construc-

tion costs. As a result, the following estimates are relevant only for a limited time and should be periodically reexamined to conform to the regional

marketplace.

Buildings
Academic and Academic Support
The campus plan suggests a total build-out over a 10-year period of approximately 2,134,900 gross square feet (GSF) of classrooms, labs, offices,

and support space. Using a regional cost of between $190 and $350 per gross square foot (includes a 20 percent contingency/20 percent design/1

percent administration), the proposed amount of new academic and academic support space would cost from $405,631,000 to $747,215,000. Assum-

ing site development costs equal 5 percent of building cost, associated site development improvements would require an additional $20,281,550 to

$37,360,750. Using current market cost data, the combined new building space and site work would range from $425,912,550 to $784,575,750.

Special Use Facilities
The master plan identifies a number of special use facilities for the campus—some developed by UNCW, others in a public /private partnership. As a

result, the cost will be calculated in two categories corresponding to funding.

UNCW Facilities
Over a 10-year period the plan identifies approximately 355,350 gross square feet of University special use facilities, such as the Performing Arts

Center and Convocation Center. At a cost of between $250 and $400 per gross square foot (includes a 20 percent contingency/20 percent design/1

percent administration), the recommended new special use space would cost from $88,837,500 to $142,140,000; incorporating 5 percent for associ-

ated site improvements, the total would be from $93, 279,375 to $154,247,000.

Public /Private Partnership Facilities
The plan identifies approximately 890,800 gross square feet of partnership facilities, such as the science and athletics-related Millennial Campuses and

the mixed-use development. At a cost of between $190 and $350 per gross square foot (includes a 20 percent contingency/20 percent design/1

percent administration), the recommended partnership developments would cost from $169,252,000 to $311,780,000; incorporating 5 percent for

associated site improvements, the total would be from $177,714,600 to $327,369,000.

In association with each project, the plan has recommended development of privately-funded structured parking. The plan identifies approximately

891,600 gross square feet in three parking decks, which will provide +/- 2,400 spaces. At a cost of between $9,000 and $14,000 per parking space,

estimated costs for the privately-funded parking are from $21,600,000 to $33,600,000.
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Residential
Over a 10-year period the master plan recommends the development of approximately 682,400 gross square feet of student housing. At a cost of

between $185 and $225 per gross square foot (includes a 20 percent contingency/20 percent design/1 percent administration), the recommended new

housing would cost from $126,244,000 to $153,540,000, incorporating 5 percent for associated site improvements, the total would be from

$132,556,200 to $161,217,000.

Green Space
The plan outlines a broad range of new and restored green space recommendations for the campus by 2015, from greenways to restored conservation

areas to the numerous plazas, quadrangles, and gardens located throughout the campus. Overall, the green space comprises approximately 260 acres (39%

percent of campus), with the proposed conservation areas occupying 155 acres, or 59 percent, of overall green space. While some recommendations will

be easy and inexpensive to implement, others will be complex and more expensive.

Green space development costs will result from the combined expense of required demolition, utility relocation, reconstruction, hydrological modifications,

plantings, and amenities for human activity. The range of costs for open space development is estimated at between $100,000 and $600,000 per acre. The

costs for improvements to the Blue Line Stream Greenway is expected to fall within the higher range, due to extensive hydrological and land reconstruc-

tion, and permitting issues. The overall green space improvement costs should be viewed from the perspective of the University’s commitment to stew-

ardship and of creating an integrated campus environment that dramatically improves the campus-life experience and provides significant recreational,

scenic, and symbolic benefits.

Infrastructure/Utilities
Although the master planning process reviewed existing infrastructure and utilities, this effort did not include the development of future recommendations.

As a result, the master plan will not include cost estimates for infrastructure and recommends that the University continue to pursue the planning and

development of its infrastructure as required to serve the additional facility needs identified in the plan. Cost estimates for those improvements can be

calculated as new infrastructure and utility needs are identified.

Roadways
Roadway improvements recommended in the physical master plan support implementation of a more sustainable transportation system that accommo-

dates automobile, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian travel modes within single corridors.  The foundation of the roadway network is a new loop road system

generally aligned towards the perimeter of the main campus.  Construction cost estimates prepared for proposed improvements to the campus road system

assume two eleven-foot travel lanes, shoulders and swales, pedestrian-scale lighting (both sides), a twelve-foot multi-use path and an eight-foot sidewalk.

Landscaping and detailed drainage requirements are not reflected in these construction estimates.
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Three new roadways (approximately 9,500 total lineal feet) are planned as part of the loop road system; including the extension of Hurst Drive east to

Riegel Road, reconstruction of Reynolds Drive/Walton Drive north and west of the proposed Millennial Research Campus, and reconfiguration of Randall

Drive to the north between Bear Hall and Reynolds Drive.  In total, the cost to implement these improvements is estimated to be $2,900,000.  Existing

roads internal to the campus and those part of the loop road system are also proposed to be retrofitted to include a twelve-foot multiuse path and an eight-

foot sidewalk on opposite sides of the street.  The total cost estimate for these improvements along existing roadways (approximately 19,000 lineal feet) is

$2,400,000.

Pedestrian-scale street lighting is recommended for all primary and secondary roads depicted in the physical master plan with street lights assumed to be

placed every 100 feet.  Preliminary cost estimates for installing street lights on both sides of the street (approximately 57,000 lineal feet) is $8,745,000.

University officials are strongly encouraged to coordinate with a lighting specialist to complete an illumination study for campus roadways that would

establish minimum design criteria, lighting standards, spacing requirements, and refined construction cost estimates prior to considering implementation.

The physical master plan also envisions redevelopment of Wagoner Drive with a special paving treatment to distinguish the corridor.  The preliminary

design treatment assumed for the master plan incorporates road pavers over the entire area (approximately 13,000 lineal feet).  The cost estimate for the

special pavement treatment is $1,265,000.

Roundabouts are envisioned to more efficiently move traffic through internal campus intersections and provide greater predictability to pedestrian cross-

ings.  In total, the physical master plan recommends five roundabouts on campus.  The total construction cost for implementing all proposed roundabouts

is estimated at $2,100,000; however, a detailed design feasibility study should be completed for each proposed roundabout location to confirm their

application and to refine the design concepts and construction cost estimates reported in the master plan.  Between intersections, center left turn lanes and/

or dedicated right turn lanes are proposed at major driveways for parking decks and major surface parking lots.  The estimated construction cost for

implementing these turn lanes at three locations plus a continuous center left turn lane for Hurst Drive, between Hamilton Drive and College Road, is

$1,063,000.

Parking
The physical master plan provides 10,579 total parking spaces on the main campus that are consolidated primarily within six parking decks and several

large surface parking lots.  Three of the parking decks illustrated on the physical master plan are planned to serve special use facilities (i.e. Millennial

Research Campus, Performing Arts Center, Millennial Tennis Center, Convocation Center and private mixed-use development) and are assumed to be

constructed with private funding in exchange for the opportunity to develop on the UNCW campus.  Additional parking supplies identified to meet the

long-term needs of the campus population are assumed to be provided off-campus by the University at a later time.

Information compiled by University officials was used to quantify the construction costs for implementing the parking facilities depicted in the physical

master plan.  Based on these estimates, the total cost for providing required structured and surface parking facilities is $132,719,000, reflecting
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$80,943,000 anticipated for parking facilities required to support traditional campus uses and $51,776,000 anticipated for parking facilities required to

support special use facilities and privatized residential housing.  It is assumed that all parking required for special use facilities and privatized residential

housing would be provided entirely through private investments.

Calculations for determining the parking construction costs towards implementing recommendations in the physical master plan are summarized in the

table below.

Transit
Transit improvements recommended over the ten year planning horizon require both capital investment and annual operating expenses to maintain en-

hanced service routes.  Capital improvements illustrated in the physical master plan include a dedicated premium transit corridor between Wagoner Hall

and the Student Union, an internal super stop that serves as a hub between campus shuttle services, thirteen individual bus stops, a regional transfer bus

stop with Wave Transit, and bus pullout bays identified for certain campus roadways.  Construction cost estimates for implementing the internal super

stop, individual bus stops, and an improved regional transfer bus stop are unknown at this time as additional studies beyond this master plan are required

to establish desired design treatments and associated costs.

Retrofitting Price Drive to

become a dedicated premium

transit corridor is estimated

to cost $950,000; including

on-street bicycle lanes and an

eight-foot wide sidewalk on

one side of the street.  Bus

pullout bays are recom-

mended for nine locations

along primary and secondary

roadways and should be

sized to accommodate

potential large bus service

(i.e. 70 person combined

sitting plus standing capacity)

in the future.  Construction

Figure 7-13: Parking Cost Estimate Worksheet
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of bus pullout bays along campus roads is estimated to cost approximately $13,000 per stop; not including the cost for recommended bus stop amenities

such as shelters, benches, lighting, landscaping, waste receptacles, or safety call boxes.  The total cost for implementing all nine bus pullout bays on

campus is anticipated to be $117,000.

UNCW currently contracts with Wave Transit to operate on-campus shuttle routes and officials for the University are committed to continuing this

partnership in the future.  The current charge is set at $30 per hour per bus for small bus service.  Service schedules and hours of operation are to

bedeveloped in subsequent implementation studies; however, we assume that all three shuttle routes will operate during fall, spring, and summer semesters

for developing these preliminary cost estimates.  Peak service is assumed to be between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on weekdays and off-peak

service is assumed be between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 midnight on weekdays and all day on weekends.  Initially, the premium transit corridor is

assumed to use three buses in the peak service period and one bus in off-peak periods.  The campus loop and park and ride shuttles are both assumed to

use two buses during all hours of

operation.  Based on these

preliminary assumptions, annual

cost estimates for operating the

proposed campus transit system is

$699,510 per year.

Calculations for determining the

transit service operating costs are

summarized in the table above.

Bicycle
Construction cost estimates for

implementing on-street bicycle

lanes and multi-use paths envi-

sioned in the physical master plan

are included as components of other construction cost estimates described herein.  More specifically, side street multi-use paths are included in the con-

struction cost estimates for rehabilitating existing roads and building new roads identified on campus.  Greenway paths proposed for the interior of campus

are incorporated into construction cost estimates for green space.  On-street bicycle facilities are also included in the construction cost estimate for devel-

oping a dedicated transit corridor between Wagoner Hall and the Student Union.

Figure 7-14: Transit Operation Cost Estimate Worksheet
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Design Guidelines

An essential next step to the master plan is the development of a set of design guidelines that promote

sustainable practice and produce a campus environment that is unified in its architecture and green

space character. The master plan does not establish a comprehensive set of design guidelines, but rather

identifies the broad objectives and areas of content that should be further refined in a more complete

design guidelines study. The final portion of this section provides a list of prospective actions that

UNCW can undertake to improve the sustainability of campus development, based on the U.S. Green

Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Rating System for New Construc-

tion (LEED-NC, Version 2.1).

Buildings
The goal of the master plan is to reinforce the Georgian architectural style that is prevalent throughout

the campus. The massing, form, materials, and fenestration should be consistent with the Georgian

style, and buildings should emphasize their inter-relationship and interstitial spaces.

Although the campus consists of predominately two-story structures, new building heights can rise to

four levels. However, heights should be varied within each building or between adjacent buildings to

avoid monotony.

Building Materials
To maintain a consistent building aesthetic, a palette of permitted building materials should be selected

that reflect the University’s identity and sense of place, and the permanence equated with universities.

Rooftop or Site Mounted Equipment
Mechanical equipment should be screened from direct view or incorporated inside the building

envelope.

Georgian architectural style

Rooftop photo voltaic panels
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Circulation
Dedicated Transit Corridor
The dedicated transit corridor is designed to facilitate bus travel via a compressed loop

system with twelve-foot travel lanes and four-foot on-street bicycle lanes provided in both

directions.  A wide sidewalk (8 feet) is proposed along the north side of the corridor and

would be extended towards the street in designated areas to facilitate bus stop amenities –

including shelters, benches, trash receptacles, lighting, and safety call boxes.  The south side

of the corridor is intended to transition quickly to more natural areas found primarily within

the Bluethenthal Preserve, directly abutting the proposed transit system.

Greenway Paths (Bicycle/Pedestrian facilities)
Greenway paths proposed for the interior of campus provide direct access to academic

buildings, student services, resident halls, and the library via a system of dedicated bicycle

and pedestrian facilities.  These facilities may be designed as either combined bicycle-

pedestrian paths (8-12 feet wide) or as separate, meandering paths (4-6 feet wide) within the

same corridor to soften the impacts in more natural settings. Greenway paths should be

constructed with porous or permeable pavements – asphalt, concrete, pavers, fine stone

aggregate, etc.  Appropriate signage, lighting, and safety call boxes should be placed along

greenway corridors to minimize safety concerns.

Pedestrian Crosswalks
Pedestrian crosswalks should be developed anywhere pedestrian circulation crosses a

roadway, service corridor, or travel lane within a surface parking lot.  These crosswalks are

Dedicated transit corridor

Multi-use pathsPedestrian crosswalks
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to be designed as a continuation of the pedestrian pavement, rather than simply painted stripping.

On primary and secondary roadways, these crosswalks share common materials, patterns, and scale

to condition motorists as to when they have arrived in a highly pedestrian-trafficked area.   At

roadway crossings – the internal loop road, Reynolds Drive, and Wagoner Drive – crosswalks

should be raised and extend the full width of the pedestrian circulation area; typically ten feet or

greater.  In some locations, it may be appropriate to install a center landscaped island to provide a

refuge area for crossing pedestrians.  Warning signage and in-road rumble strips should be installed

offset from all pedestrian crosswalks on primary and secondary roadways to alert motorists for

slowing conditions ahead.  Warning signage notifying motorists of the state law to yield to pedestri-

ans may also be appropriate at key crosswalk locations.

Roadways
All primary and secondary roadways illustrated on the physical master plan should be designed to include

two eleven-foot travel lanes, adjacent shoulder areas/drainage swales or curb-and-gutter (as appro-

priate), pedestrian-scale lighting, street trees, a sidewalk (6-10 feet wide), and a two-way multiuse

path (8-12 feet wide).  The general alignment for the multi-use path should be towards the interior

of campus to minimize the number of bicycle and pedestrian crossings.

Service Areas
Service areas should be consolidated – one area shared by multiple buildings – and screened from

direct view. Where possible, service areas can be incorporated inside the building envelope.

Surface Parking areas
Surface parking lots should be designed as a sustainable component of the University’s infrastruc-

ture that can handle stormwater retention/infiltration on-site.  Parking lots should be configured and

constructed to conform with LEED guidelines, with porous pavements (asphalt, concrete, or paver

units), bioswale areas (a minimum 20 foot wide & planted with native wetland species) between

parking bays, and canopy trees-planted one tree every ten spaces.

Bicycle path

Bio-retention in parking lots
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Green Space
Green space enhancement and development

should contribute to one cohesive campus-

wide environment that creates a unified sense

of place and integrates the campus’s land-

scapes with its architectonic elements. Over-

all, the green space should provide the diverse

landscapes and experiences that are essential

to creating a vibrant and memorable campus.

The region’s unique plants and dramatic sky

should be used to advantage to create a

distinctly North Carolinian campus.

Campus planting should be used to inform the

UNCW community and public about the

abundance, beauty, and biological diversity of

regional native plants and non-invasive

exotics; to demonstrate the role of plants in

moderating climate; and to reduce the impact

of human development.

Conservation Areas
The restoration and management of the conservation areas should be developed as part of an overall

Forest Stewardship Management Plan. This plan would seek to develop specific objectives addressing

such potential issues as aesthetics, recreation, timber and pine straw production, wildlife and fish

habitat, and water and soil conservation measures, while fulfilling the mission of the University.

Greenways
Planting should consist of native species, in compositions that reflect natural communities found in

similar site conditions. However, while it will be important to establish a naturalistic landscape, this

must be balanced with the need to provide safe and accessible movement through the greenways. As

a result, pathways should not be encumbered by extensive planting that limits or blocks visibility.
Low-impact greenways trails

Pineland conservation areas
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Formal Landscapes
In contrast to the conservation areas and greenways, the formal landscapes should establish a

structure that relates to the campus architecture, creates spaces that are inviting and useable, and

provides a diversity of experiences.

Planting should be a balance of native and non-invasive exotic species. Compositions should be

most formal adjacent to buildings within the core, and less formal the further removed they are

from the core.

Species selection should be clearly correlated to available moisture, and planting should be drought

tolerant, except for key focal areas in the core campus, which will be irrigated.

Hardscape
Hardscape should be designed to serve many functions within the campus, from wayfinding to helping to integrate architecture and landscape. Where

applicable, the University should implement porous pavements to assist in stormwater infiltration. The following are key guidelines:

• Develop a hardscape hierarchy of materials and configurations that correspond with circulation  types in terms of importance / use, such as

gateways, plazas, trails, paths, and primary and secondary walkways.

• Where possible, materials should meet LEED standards, and have high-albedo capacity.

• Design all trails, pathways,

bike routes, and low-use

parking areas to be fabricated

in porous pavement systems,

including concrete, asphalt, or

paver units.

• Use indigenous materials

where possible to reinforce the

sense of place.

Examples of pavements

Strong formal landscape
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Fixture and Furnishings
To achieve a cohesive campus environment, a “family” of campus fixtures and furnishings

should be established that reflect a similar design and palette of materials, and promote a pleas-

ant, comfortable, and safe environment that helps to connect the campus’s architecture with its

landscape.

Furnishings and fixtures should incorporate recycled materials and/or use Forest Stewardship

Council (FSC) certified wood products, and International Dark-Sky Association (IDA) approved

light fixtures.
IDA approved lighting concept

Examples of furniture ‘families’
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Sustainability
The following is an extensive list of prospective actions that UNCW can undertake to improve the

sustainability of campus development. Clearly, not all of the following measures would be possible

to implement in the short-range. Some may not be possible to implement for many years, given

funding limitations and the need to balance priorities for expenditure of limited funds. Others, such

as recycling, have already been implemented by the University

The intent is to provide a list of candidate actions that, in and of itself, will raise the level of under-

standing among administrators, faculty, staff, and students as to the many different techniques that

can be employed to improve sustainability of the campus environment. The following section

follows the outline of the LEED Rating System for New Construction and Major Renovations

(LEED-NC), Version 2.1.

Much of the content is taken directly from that source, although modified to be relevant to the

campus setting at UNCW. Many of the items are focused on the design of individual buildings.

However, some, such as those items related to stormwater and energy performance enhance-

ments, are applicable to the entire campus and its collection of buildings. As the steward of

significant site and building resources, the University is in a unique position to implement

sustainability initiatives on a scale far beyond that possible in one stand-alone building. The

complete LEED NC document should be consulted for more detailed explanation of the following

criteria / guidelines, and specific quantitative criteria.

Sustainable Site Development
Erosion & Sedimentation Control
Provide a site-specific sediment and erosion control plan that meets EPA standards, or local

erosion and sedimentation control standards and codes, whichever is more stringent:

• Prevent loss of soil during construction from stormwater and wind

• Prevent sedimentation of storm sewer or receiving waterways

• Prevent pollution of the air with dust and particulate matter

Typical parking lot bio-swale construction
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Alternative Transportation
1. Public Transportation
Continue to seek ways to improve transit utilization among faculty, staff, and students, including

both the UNCW shuttle service and public transportation to and from campus.

2. Bicycles
Investigate the provision of covered, secure bicycle storage facilities with convenient changing /

shower facilities on campus.

3. Alternative Fuel Vehicles
Investigate the use of alternative fuel vehicles for UNCW maintenance / motor pool vehicles.

4. Parking Capacity
Monitor parking utilization on a regular basis and restrict new parking construction to the minimum

number of spaces to meet future needs. Give preferred parking locations to carpools and vanpools.

Minimize Site Disturbance
1. Site Disturbance During Construction
Limit site disturbance—earthwork and vegetation clearing—to 40 feet beyond the building(s) footprint perimeter zone.

2. Building Footprint
When specific buildings are brought forward as projects for design and construction, investigate options that increase building height and decrease site

coverage within the context of the overall objective to maintain the Georgian architectural character of the campus.

Stormwater Management
1. Maintain or Reduce Stormwater Runoff Rates
Implement a stormwater management plan and improvements that maintain and restore natural

water flows. Use pervious paving where practical to reduce runoff. Reuse stormwater for non-

potable uses such as landscape irrigation, toilet flushing, and custodial uses.

2. Stormwater Treatment
Reduce surface water pollution from stormwater by designing and installing mechanical or natural

treatment systems such as constructed wetlands, vegetated filter strips, and bioswales wherever

possible.

Formal stormwater infiltration garden

Bike storage
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3. Water Polluting Practices
Reduce stormwater pollution resulting from the use of pesticides and fertilizers by:

• Using only the safest and least polluting fertilizers and pesticides to maintain

landscapes within project boundaries, or

• Not using any fertilizers and pesticides to maintain landscapes within project

boundaries

Heat Island Effect
Reduce heat islands to minimize impacts on the campus microclimate through mini-

mizing building footprints, and adding shade to large areas of constructed surfaces.

Where possible use high-albedo roof materials and garden or “green” roofs.

Light Pollution Reduction
Adopt site lighting design criteria to maintain safe light levels while avoiding or minimizing off-site

light spillover and night-sky pollution. Use of full cut-off luminaries, low reflectance surfaces, and

low-angle spot lights are potential techniques.

Water Efficiency
Water Efficient Landscaping

Limit or eliminate the use of potable water for irrigation. Utilize indigenous plants to reduce or

eliminate irrigation requirements. Use high-efficiency irrigation systems and consider using

stormwater or greywater for irrigation.

Aesthetic stormwater reuse

Parking lot bio-swales
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Innovative Wastewater Technologies
Reduce generation of wastewater and potable water demand. Use high-efficiency fixtures, and / or

dry fixtures to reduce wastewater volumes. Consider reusing stormwater or greywater for sewage

conveyance.

Energy and Atmosphere
Building Systems Commissioning

Verify and ensure that fundamental building elements and systems are designed, installed, and

calibrated to operate as intended. Include commissioning requirements in bid documents and

require a commissioning report as part of

contract documents and project close-out.

Energy Performance
Design buildings to comply with national standards for energy performance, or local codes, which-

ever are more stringent. Use computer simulations to evaluate and select the most cost effective

energy performance measures. Quantify and evaluate energy performance with that of other

campus buildings.

HCFC Reduction
To reduce ozone depletion, adopt a replacement schedule for existing HVAC equipment that uses

HCFC refrigerants. In new construction use HVAC and fire suppression system equipment that uses

no HCFC refrigerants or Halons.

Optimize Energy Performance
Reduce energy consumption through careful design that models building performance and assesses

the most cost-effective energy efficiency measures.

Renewable Energy
Investigate the use of non-polluting and renewable energy on-campus, such as solar, wind, geother-

mal, biomass, and biogas.

Measurement and Verification
Prepare a campus-wide Measurement and Verification Plan that provides for systematic measure-

ment of energy and water consumption and performance in each building. Adjust system settings to

maintain the highest performance possible in regard to energy consumption.

Site exhibiting architectural daylighting, stormwater
infiltration, and heat island reduction strategies

Renewable energy generated on-site

Creative re-use of rooftop water runoff
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Green Power
Investigate and implement, as practical and possible, the purchase of Green power, from a Green-e accredited utility program of Green-e certified power

marketer.

Materials and Resources
Storage and Collection of Recyclables

Reduce the amount of waste that is hauled to and disposed of in landfills. If not already accomplished, designate recycling collection areas on campus,

identify local waste disposal companies to collect recyclables, and instruct the campus community on recycling procedures. Consider implementation of

waste handling technologies that will enhance recycling activities such as aluminum can crushers, etc.

Building Reuse
Extend the life cycle of existing buildings—where such action is appropriate—through major system replacement and upgrades, thereby reducing environ-

mental impacts associated with new building construction, materials manufacturing, and transportation.

Recycled asphalt pavement - permeable application Porous asphalt paving installation diagram
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Construction Waste Management
Consider recycling of construction waste in order to divert construction, demolition, and land clearing

debris from landfill disposal.

Resource Reuse
Identify opportunities to incorporate salvaged materials into building design. Reuse building materials

and products in order to reduce demand for virgin materials and to reduce waste, thereby reducing

impacts associated with the extraction and production of virgin resources.

Recycled Content
Establish campus-wide goals for use of recycled content materials, and identify recycled material

providers. Require in contract documents that a certain percentage of the materials used in construc-

tion contain recycled content.

Regional Materials
Establish campus-wide goals for use of locally sourced materials and identify material providers.

Require in contract documents that a certain percentage of the materials used in construction

contain locally produced materials.

Rapidly Renewable Materials
Establish campus-wide goals for use of rapidly renewable materials, and identify material providers.

Require in contract documents that a certain percentage of the materials used in construction are

from a rapidly renewable resource.

Certified Wood
Establish campus-wide goals for use of FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified materials and

identify material providers. Require in contract documents that a certain percentage of wood

products used in construction are FSC certified.

Indoor Air Quality
Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance

Establish and implement minimum indoor air quality standards for campus buildings to prevent

problems that could be detrimental to the comfort and well-being of the occupants.

FSC certified forests

Porous pavers - grasss & paver fill
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Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control
Prevent exposure of building occupants and systems to Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) by prohibiting smoking in campus buildings or providing

designated smoking rooms that contain, capture, and remove ETS from campus buildings.

Carbon Dioxide Monitoring
Design HVAC systems with carbon dioxide monitoring sensors to allow monitoring and control of CO2 gas.

Ventilation Effectiveness
Provide for the effective delivery and mixing of fresh air to support the safety and well-being of building occupants, through the design of the HVAC

system to optimize its effectiveness. Specific strategies include use of displacement ventilation, low-velocity ventilation, plug-flow ventilation, and operable

windows.

Construction Management Plan for Indoor Air Quality
Develop and implement an Indoor Air Quality Management Plan that calls for use of specific procedures and equipment during building construction to

prevent indoor air quality problems. (See LEED – NC)

Low-Emitting Materials
Use low-emitting materials in the following categories in order to reduce the quantity of indoor air contaminants: adhesives and sealants, paints and

coatings, carpet, and composite wood. (See LEED – NC)

Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control
Avoid exposure of building occupants to potentially hazardous chemicals through design of separate exhaust and plumbing systems for rooms with con-

taminants and installation of entryway grilles that prevent occupant-borne contaminants from entering the building.

Controllability of Systems
Design buildings with occupant controls for airflow, temperature, and lighting to promote productivity, comfort and well-being of building occupants,

including the provision of operable windows.

Thermal Comfort
Comply with ASHRAE (American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning Engineers) standards for indoor air thermal and humidity ranges

through the design of the HVAC systems. Provide a permanent monitoring system to provide control over the thermal and humidity environment.

Daylight and Views
Design buildings to maximize interior daylighting through proper orientation and use of narrow floor plates, increased building perimeter, exterior, and

interior permanent shading devices, high performance glazing and photo-integrated sensors.
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Further Studies

The master plan focuses on comprehensive campus development issues and recommendation, rather than detailed design prescriptions for specific site,

infrastructure, and landscape projects. However, the University will need in-depth development guidelines to ensure that the master plan is properly

implemented. To that end, the master plan recommends that UNCW undertake the following planning and design efforts:

Natural Areas Stewardship Master Plan
Comprehensive restoration and long-range management plan for campus natural areas.

Campus-wide Stormwater Master Plan
Comprehensive, well-engineered, and aesthetically designed stormwater plan for the campus that accommodates the master plan’s full build-out.

Campus-wide Infrastructure Master Plan
Comprehensive infrastructure and utility plan for the campus that accommodates the master plan’s full build-out.

Campus Facility Design Guidelines
Design and development guidelines for campus architecture.

Campus Landscape Master Plan
Comprehensive landscape master plan for all green space development—excluding designated natural areas—including planting, hardscape, signage,

lighting and fixtures, and furnishings, as well as landscape design and development guidelines, and a maintenance and management program.

Detailed Roundabout Design Feasibility Study
A detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis for each of the proposed roundabouts illustrated in the physical master plan that confirms their application,

refines preliminary design concepts, and develops detailed construction cost estimates.

General On-Campus Transit Feasibility Study
A holistic study of the future campus transit system that is prepared to refine the conclusions and recommendations set forth in the campus master plan.

This study should include an assessment of current transit infrastructure, functional layout / design recommendations for the proposed internal transit hub,

a design prototype for campus bus stop locations, and a service plan (i.e. routes, schedule, hours of operation, vehicle type, dwell times, and layovers) to

guide incremental steps of implementation.

Campus Street Light Illumination Study / Design Recommendations
A comprehensive illumination study that establishes minimum design criteria, spacing requirements, preferred fixture types, and construction cost esti-

mates for implementing pedestrian-scale street lighting on all primary and secondary roadways in the campus.
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KimleyHorn and Associates, Inc. has completed a planning level
parking demand study for the main campus of the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington (UNCW).  The conclusions and
recommendations reported herein represent base year conditions (2004)
and future year projections for the short term (2010) and long term
(2015) planning horizons; consistent with ongoing efforts to update
the current Campus Master Plan.  Future year parking demand
summarized in this technical memorandum represents the minimum
number of parking spaces that should be accommodated in the physical
master plan assuming consistency with the University’s current parking
supply policies.   A summary of the assumptions incorporated into this
analysis and the results of the parking demand model are presented
below.

Current Campus Parking Demand

Current parking conditions for students, employees, and visitors at
UNCW were inventoried between November 9 – 11, 2004 to determine
overall parking demand and availability on campus.  Only parking
spaces on the main campus plus the park and ride lot immediately west
of College Road were included in these observations.  At the time of
inventory, there were 5,718 parking spaces identified within the study
area.

Based on this information, the following occupancy rates were noted
during the highest peak demand on campus, measured to begin at 9:30
a.m. on Thursday:

Faculty/Staff – 83.9%
Resident Students – 99.5%
NonResident Students – 86.6%

Generally, 85% to 90% occupancy represents the ‘practical capacity’ of
parking supply; allowing for turnover, circulation, and passenger

service.  A table summarizing observations recorded for each individual
lot on campus during the highest peak demand period on Thursday is
attached with this memorandum.

Parking Demand Model

The parking demand model created for the University of North
Carolina at Wilmington uses base year information and anticipated
growth trends provided by University officials to produce future year
forecasts of parking demand for the main campus. The model was
predicated on population growth (i.e. faculty/staff, resident student, and
nonresident student) and parking supply ratios currently maintained on
campus for calculating future year demands.  The model was first
developed and calibrated for existing conditions and then used to
forecast future year demands that are validated against growth
projections provided by UNCW officials.

A summary of assumptions embedded in the parking demand model is
provided below.

Model Organization

The model is organized into two basic components – input data and
output data.  Input data for base year conditions includes numbers of
people, preferred travel mode for accessing campus, number of parking
permits, number of parking spaces, and peak period parking
occupancies.  The same input data is collected for future year
conditions with the exception of parking permits and peak period
parking occupancies.  Future year parking inventory is adjusted for
committed projects known at the time of the study that either increase
or decrease the parking supply assumed for future year calculations.

Output data for the model estimates the net number of new parking
spaces required to meet future year demands beyond those provided in
base year conditions.  The net number of new spaces should be added



to existing parking supply when determining the total number of
parking spaces that need to be accommodated in the physical master
plan.

Data Organization

Data for the parking demand model is organized by base year and long
term future year conditions.  The data is further organized into one of
three population categories, including:

Faculty/Staff
Resident Student
NonResident Student

Reporting parking demands by population type provides those
developing the physical master plan with enough information to begin
locating parking supply in close proximity to parking demand projected
for each of the different user groups.

Interim Year Analysis

The model is capable of estimating interim year parking demands
assuming a direct linear relationship between base year and long term
future year conditions.  The input of an interim year into the data input
sheet automatically recalculates appropriate values for the desired
analysis period and reports the results in the data output sheet.

Output

The output data reported in the parking demand model represents the
total number of net new parking spaces required to maintain current
parking supply policies on campus.  This includes maintaining the same
‘practical capacity’ for each user group that is currently observed on
campus.

Baseline Conditions

Baseline conditions for the UNCW parking demand model represent
those reported for the Year 2004.  Population statistics for faculty/staff,
resident students, and nonresident students were based on information
reported by the UNCW Office of Institutional Research.  Parking
demand and supply statistics reflect conditions observed for each user
group during the parking inventory completed in November 2004.  The
primary means of travel to and from campus is the automobile;
however, University officials estimate that approximately 2,000 non
resident students live within a onemile buffer extending from campus
that prohibits students from obtaining daytime parking privileges.
These students are assumed to access the campus via transit, bicycle, or
walking.

Based on existing conditions, the parking demand model estimates the
following space allocation ratios reported by user group:

Faculty/Staff – 0.66 spaces per employee
Resident Students – 0.73 spaces per bed
NonResident Students – 0.38 spaces per student

These space allocation ratios are assumed to remain constant for all
future year parking demand projections with the exception of privatized
housing for new resident students, which is assumed to provide 0.90
spaces per bed (assuming 1,000 new beds).

Worksheets are attached summarizing the space allocation ratios
developed for the UNCW campus.



Future Year Conditions

Future year parking demand calculations represent projected conditions
for the short term (2010) and long term (2015) planning horizons
consistent with current parking supply ratios and policies.  Future year
population statistics for faculty/staff, resident students, and non
resident students were developed based on information provided by
UNCW and employment projections included in the draft Space Needs
Analysis completed by Paulien and Associates, Inc. (March 2005).
Increased student housing targeted for the main campus was estimated
at 35% of undergraduate students for the long term planning horizon
(2015).

Parking supply on campus was also adjusted for both short and long
term planning horizons to account for known projects on campus that
would affect parking supply, including:

Removal of Lot T for the new Nursing School (406 spaces)
Removal of onstreet parking along Reigel Road & Hamilton
Drive (160 spaces)
Removal of gravel lot at northwest corner of Hamilton Drive &
Hurst Drive (47 spaces)
Construction of Privatized Housing – Phase I (472 spaces)

Parking demand associated with special use facilities being considered
for the main campus was also estimated to supplement information
developed for traditional campus uses.  Special use facilities envisioned
for the UNCW campus include a performing arts center (2,100 seats),
convocation center (9,000 seats), and Millennial Campus (736,095 sq.
ft.).  Future year parking demands for these facilities were estimated
using offstreet parking requirements published in the City of
Wilmington Code of Ordinances supplemented by research conducted
by the Institute of Transportation Engineers and the American Planning
Association.

Future Year Parking Demands

Based on the foregoing assumptions, the UNCW main campus is
assumed to require approximately 7,628 total parking spaces in the
short term planning horizon (2010) and 9,221 total parking spaces in
the long term planning horizon (2015) to maintain current parking
supply ratios and policies for traditional campus uses (i.e. faculty/staff,
resident students, and nonresident students).  Special use facilities
envisioned for the main campus generate demands for an additional
4,280 parking spaces.  However, those developing the physical master
plan should explore opportunities for shared use parking facilities to
accommodate all, or a portion of, the parking demand generated by
special use facilities taking into account the unique peaking
characteristics of these facilities before simply adding additional
parking supply to the main campus.

Worksheets are attached summarizing the future year parking demand
calculations for the UNCW campus.



Summary of Planning Level Parking Impact Calculations
University of North Carolina Wilmington

Traditional Campus Uses
Faculty/Staff Parking Spaces 2004 2010 2015

Existing InventoryA 1,458 1,458 1,458
Committed SpacesB 0 120 120

Subtotal 1,458 1,338 1,338
Parking DemandC 1,223 1,731 2,154
Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandD 0 726 1,229
Occupancy RateE 84% 84% 84%

Resident Student Parking Spaces 2004 2010 2015

Existing InventoryA 1,680 1,680 1,680
Committed SpacesF 0 472 472

Subtotal 1,680 2,152 2,152
Parking DemandC 1,671 2,727 3,609
Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandD 0 590 1,476
Occupancy RateE 99% 99% 99%

NonResident Student Parking Spaces 2004 2010 2015
Existing InventoryA 2,516 2,516 2,516
Committed SpacesG 0 493 493

Subtotal 2,516 2,023 2,023
Parking DemandC 2,179 2,381 2,551
Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandD 0 726 922

Occupancy RateE 87% 87% 87%

Visitor/Meter Parking Spaces 2004 2010 2015
Existing InventoryA 64 64 64
Committed Spaces 0 0 0

Subtotal 64 64 64
Parking DemandH 52 59 66

Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandD 0 9 17
Occupancy RateE 81% 81% 81%

Total Number of Spaces Required for Planning Horizon 5,718 7,628 9,221

Notes:
A =
B =
C =

D =

E =

F =
G =

H =

Last Revised 10/17/2005

Existing inventory reflects conditions observed on November 11, 2004.

Includes construction of parking spaces for new oncampus housing units  phase I only (472 spaces)
Includes removal of onstreet parking along Reigel Road & Hamilton Drive (160 spaces), removal of student
spaces in Lot T for new Nursing School (285 spaces), and removal of gravel lot at northwest corner of Hamilton
Drive & Hurst Drive (47 spaces).

Includes removal of faculty spaces in Lot T for new Nursing School (120 spaces).
Assumes no change in parking policies currently administered on campus (i.e. permit sales, parking privelages,
parking ratios, occupancy rates, etc.).
Assumes maintenance of existing occupancy ratios (i.e. demand/supply) currently observed on campus.
Committed spaces reported in this table are credited towards the net space calculation.
The current intent of the campus master plan is to maintain existing parking conditions into future years.  Hence,
occupancy rates are held constant for future planning horizons.

Future year parking demand calculations assume same visitor parkingtopopulation ratio currently maintained
on campus.

Summary of Planning Level Parking Impact Calculations
University of North Carolina Wilmington

Special Use Facilities

Performing Arts CenterA 2004 2010 2015

Parking DemandB   525
Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandC   583
Assumed Occupancy Rate   90%

Convocation CenterD 2004 2010 2015

Parking DemandE   2,250
Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandC   2,368
Assumed Occupancy Rate   95%

Millennial CampusF 2004 2010 2015

Parking DemandG   1,196
Net Spaces Required to Meet Additional DemandC   1,329
Assumed Occupancy Rate   90%

Total Number of Spaces Required for Planning HorizonH   4,280

Notes:
A =
B =

C =

D =
E =

F =

G =

H =

Last Revised 10/17/2005

Millennial Campus is assumed to contain approximately 736,095 total gross square footage (i.e. five
buildings/three stories high) divided 50/50 among private enterprise and universityrelated uses.
Universityrelated services located on Millennial Campus are assumed to draw from existing
faculty/staff/graduate students and would already be provided parking opportunities as reflected in calculations
for Table 1  "Faculty/Staff Parking Spaces".  Parking calculations for private enterprises (app. 368,048 s.f.)
assume the average offstreet parking standards for "research park" set forth in Section 18532 of the City of
Wilmington Code of Ordinances (3.25 sp/1,000 s.f.).

The total number of spaces required for the planning horizon does not necessarily require that all new facilities
be built.  Shared parking opportunities for the Performing Arts Center and the Convocation Center especially
should be explored in an effort to maiximize the cost efficiency of providing parking opportunities on campus.

Convocation Center is assumed to contain 9,000 seats.
Parking demand calculation assumes 0.25 vehicles per seat consistent with national survey of offstreet parking
requirements for stadiums reported in APA's Parking Standards , November 2002.

Parking demand calculation assumes 0.25 vehicles per seat consistent with ITE Parking Generation , 3rd Edition
(ITE Code 441  Live Theater)
Practical capacity factor applied to parking demand statistics to account for adequate flow and operations within
parking facilities.

Performing Arts Center is assumed to contain 2,100 seats.



Parking Demand Model  Data Input Sheet
1.  Faculty/Staff 1.  Faculty/Staff

Year
2010

Person Person Person Percent Year Percent Value
Faculty (Fall 2004) 686 Faculty 1,124 Faculty 925 2010 925
Staff (Extrapolated Fall 2004) 1,640 Staff 2,140 Staff 1,913 54.6% 2010 54.50% 1,913

Alternative Modes Alternative Modes Alternative Modes
Transit Usage 1% Transit Usage 1% Transit Usage 1%
Bicycle Usage 1% Bicycle Usage 1% Bicycle Usage 1%
Walking Trips 3% Walking Trips 3% Walking Trips 3%

Parking Permit Price Parking Permit Price Parking Permit Price
Average Permit Price Increase 5% Average Permit Price Increase 5% Average Permit Price Increase 5%

Parking Supply Parking Supply Adjustment
Number of Total Spaces 1,458 Number of Spaces Lost/Gained from New Development 120
Number of Occupied Spaces (11/11/04) 1,223 Number of Total Spaces (Adjusted) 1,338
Number of Permits (11/29/04) 1,830

2.  Resident Students 2.  Resident Students

Person Person Person Percent Year Percent Value
OnCampus (Fall 2004) 2,306 OnCampus 4,718 OnCampus 3,621 54.5% 2010 54.50% 3,621

Alternative Modes Alternative Modes Alternative Modes
Transit Usage 0% Transit Usage 0% Transit Usage 0%
Bicycle Usage 0% Bicycle Usage 0% Bicycle Usage 0%
Walking Trips 0% Walking Trips 0% Walking Trips 0%

Parking Permit Price Parking Permit Price Parking Permit Price
Average Permit Price Increase 5% Average Permit Price Increase 5% Average Permit Price Increase 5%

Parking Supply Parking Supply Adjustments % of Students Living OnCampus 28%
Number of Total Spaces 1,680 Number of Spaces Lost/Gained from New Development 472
Number of Occupied Spaces (11/11/04) 1,671 Number of Total Spaces (Adjusted) 2,152
Number of Permits (04/05 School Year) 1,905

% of Students Living OnCampus 20% % of Students Living OnCampus 35%

3.  NonResident Students 3.  NonResident Students

Person Person Person Percent Year Percent Value
OffCampus (Fall 2004) 7,021 OffCampus 6,762 OffCampus 6,880 54.4% 2010 54.50% 6,880
OffCampus: Living Within 1Mile Buffer (Fall 2004) 2,000 OffCampus: Living Within 1Mile Buffer 2,000 OffCampus: Living Within 1Mile Buffer 1,500

Alternative Modes Alternative Modes Alternative Modes
Transit Usage 1% Transit Usage 1% Transit Usage 1%
Bicycle Usage 1% Bicycle Usage 1% Bicycle Usage 1%
Walking Trips 3% Walking Trips 3% Walking Trips 3%

Parking Permit Price Parking Permit Price Parking Permit Price
Average Permit Price Increase 5% Average Permit Price Increase 5% Average Permit Price Increase 5%

Parking Supply Parking Supply Adjustments
Number of Total Spaces 2,516 Number of Spaces Lost/Gained from New Development 493
Number of Occupied Spaces (11/11/04) 2,179 Number of Total Spaces (Adjusted) 2,023
Number of Permits (11/29/04) 4,950

2004 Characteristics 2015 Characteristics Interim Year Characteristics

Interim Year Characteristics

Interim Year Characteristics

2004 Characteristics 2015 Characteristics

2004 Characteristics 2015 Characteristics



Faculty/Staff

1.  Quantity by Classification Space Ratio Permit Ratio

Persons (2004)
Faculty 686 persons
Staff 1,640 persons

Total 2,326 persons 0.627 0.787
Adjustments

Mode Adjustment 116 persons
Price Adjustment 0 persons
Total Adjustment 116 persons

Total Percent Adjustment 5.00% persons
Adjusted Total 2,210 persons 0.660 0.828

2.  Alternative Modes

Percent of People Who Use Transit, Bike, Walk 5%

3.  Price Elasticity

Average Permit Price Increase 5%
Incremental Reduction Amount 5%
Reduction Factor 1.00

4.  Parking Supply Information

Number of Total Spaces 1,458
Number of Permits 1,830
Oversell Ratio 1.255

Data Entry Cells = TEXT
Calculated Values = TEXT

Values from Another Sheet  = TEXT

Faculty/Staff Forecast

1.  Quantity by Classification Existing Space Ratio Existing Permit Ratio

Person
Faculty 1,124 persons
Staff 2,140 persons

Total 3,264 persons 0.660 0.828
Adjustments

Mode Adjustment 163 persons
Price Adjustment 0 persons
Total Adjustment 163 persons

Total Percent Adjustment 5.00% persons
Adjusted Total 3,101 persons

2.  Alternative Modes

Percent of People Who Use Transit, Bike, Walk 5%

3.  Price Elasticity

Average Permit Price Increase 5%
Incremental Reduction Amount 5%
Reduction Factor 1.00

4.  Parking Demand Information

Base Spaces Growth Only Mode/Price Adj Adjusted
Number of Occupied Spaces 1,223 931 0 2,154

Number of Permits 1,535 2,703
Oversell Ratio 1.255

Data Entry Cells = TEXT
Calculated Values = TEXT

Values from Another Sheet  = TEXT



Resident Students

1.  Quantity by Classification Space Ratio Permit Ratio

Persons (2004)
Resident Students 2,306 persons

Total 2,306 persons 0.729 0.826
Adjustments

Mode Adjustment 0 persons
Price Adjustment 0 persons
Total Adjustment 0 persons

Total Percent Adjustment 0.00% persons
Adjusted Total 2,306 persons 0.729 0.826

2.  Alternative Modes

Percent of People Who Use Transit, Bike, Walk 0%

3.  Price Elasticity

Average Permit Price Increase 5%
Incremental Reduction Amount 5%
Reduction Factor 1.00

4.  Parking Supply Information

Number of Total Spaces 1,680
Number of Permits 1,905
Oversell Ratio 1.13

Data Entry Cells = TEXT
Calculated Values = TEXT

Values from Another Sheet  = TEXT

Resident Student Forecast

1.  Quantity by Classification Existing Space Ratio Existing Permit Ratio

Person
Resident Students 4,718 persons

Total 4,718 persons 0.729 0.826
Adjustments

Mode Adjustment 0 persons Privatized Housing Ratio
Price Adjustment 0 persons
Total Adjustment 0 persons 0.900

Total Percent Adjustment 0.00% persons
Adjusted Total 4,718 persons

2.  Alternative Modes

Percent of People Who Use Transit, Bike, Walk 0%

3.  Price Elasticity

Average Permit Price Increase 5%
Incremental Reduction Amount 5%
Reduction Factor 1.00

4.  Parking Demand Information

Base Spaces Growth Only Mode/Price/Policy Adj. Adjusted
Number of Occupied Spaces 1,671 1,938 0 3,609

Number of Permits 1,895 4,092
Oversell Ratio 1.134

Data Entry Cells = TEXT
Calculated Values = TEXT

Values from Another Sheet  = TEXT



NonResident Student Forecast

1.  Quantity by Classification Existing Space Ratio Existing Permit Ratio

Person
NonResident Students 6,762 persons

Total 6,762 persons 0.377 0.742
Adjustments

Mode Adjustment 338 persons
Price Adjustment 0 persons
Total Adjustment 338 persons

Total Percent Adjustment 5.00% persons
Adjusted Total 6,424 persons

2.  Alternative Modes

Percent of People Who Use Transit, Bike, Walk 5%

3.  Price Elasticity

Average Permit Price Increase 5%
Incremental Reduction Amount 5%
Reduction Factor 1.00

4.  Parking Demand Information

Base Spaces Growth Only Mode/Price Adj Adjusted
Number of Occupied Spaces 2,179 372 0 2,551

Number of Permits 4,287 5,018
Oversell Ratio 1.967

Data Entry Cells = TEXT
Calculated Values = TEXT

Values from Another Sheet  = TEXT

NonResident Students

1.  Quantity by Classification Space Ratio Permit Ratio

Persons (2004)
NonResident Students 7,021 persons

Total 7,021 persons 0.358 0.705
Adjustments

Mode Adjustment 351 persons
Price Adjustment 0 persons
Total Adjustment 351 persons

Total Percent Adjustment 5.00% persons
Adjusted Total 6,670 persons 0.377 0.742

2.  Alternative Modes

Percent of People Who Use Transit, Bike, Walk 5%

3.  Price Elasticity

Average Permit Price Increase 5%
Incremental Reduction Amount 5%
Reduction Factor 1.00

4.  Parking Supply Information

Number of Total Spaces 2,516
Number of Permits 4,950
Oversell Ratio 1.97

Data Entry Cells = TEXT
Calculated Values = TEXT

Values from Another Sheet  = TEXT



Parking Demand Model  Data Output Sheet
Demand Forecast Output for Ultimate Year Forecast (2015)

By Group and Classification
Calibration

Totals Unit
Existing
Demand Future Totals Unit Future Demand

Total Number of
Available Spaces

Total Number of
Committed Spaces

Net Demanded
Spaces

Net Parking Spaces
Required

Group 1:  Faculty/Staff
Person 2,326 persons 1,223 3,264 persons 2,154 1,458 120 931 1,229

Group 2:  Resident Students
Person 2,306 persons 1,671 4,718 persons 3,609 1,680 472 1,938 1,476

Group 3:  NonResident Students
Person 7,021 persons 2,179 6,762 persons 2,551 2,516 493 372 922

= 3,627

Demand Forecast Output for Interim Year Forecast

By Group and Classification
Calibration

Totals Unit
Existing
Demand

2010 Future
Totals Unit

2010 Parking
Demand

Total Number of
Available Spaces

Total Number of
Committed Spaces

2010 Net Demanded
Spaces

2010 Net Parking
Spaces Required

Group 1:  Faculty/Staff
Person 2,326 persons 1,223 2,838 persons 1,731 1,458 120 508 726

Group 2:  Resident Students
Person 2,306 persons 1,671 3,621 persons 2,727 1,680 472 1,056 590

Group 3:  NonResident Students
Person 7,021 persons 2,179 6,880 persons 2,381 2,516 493 202 726

= 2,042Total Number of New Parking Spaces Needed in 2010

Total Number of New Parking Spaces OnCampus Needed in 2015



Staff Residential Commuter Metered Visitor Park & Ride Total No. Occupied Remaining
Spaces % Occupied

N Lot 7 7 N/A N/A N/A
E Lot 115 115 111 4 97%

6 6 4 2 67%
A Lot 53 53 53 0 100%

40 40 40 0 100%
Eaton Plaza 50 50 50 0 100%
Wagoner Drive (Staff) 21 21 7 14 33%
Wagoner Drive (Student) 9 9 9 0 100%
Wagoner Drive (30 Min.) 11 11 11 0 100%
Kenan Hall 20 20 20 0 100%
F Visitor 51 51 49 2 96%
B Lot 88 88 88 0 100%
Behind Library 16 16 15 1 94%
Friday Hall Rear 17 17 17 0 100%
Friday Annex 15 15 15 0 100%
Cameron Rear 2 2 1 1 50%
S & B 8 8 8 0 100%
C Lot 7 7 7 0 100%

182 182 182 0 100%
D Lot 24 24 27 3 113%

157 157 157 0 100%
6 6 6 0 100%

G Lot 157 157 138 19 88%
H Lot 138 138 138 0 100%
G Street 8 8 N/A N/A N/A
Warwick Center 6 6 6 0 100%

5 5 4 1 80%
Q Lot 41 41 41 0 100%

69 69 69 0 100%
I Lot 188 188 175 13 93%
R1 Lot (Gated) 54 54 53 1 98%
R2 Lot (Gated) 60 60 43 17 72%
Deloach Gated 27 27 27 0 100%
Watson Sch. Of Ed 7 7 7 0 100%

3 3 2 1 67%
Riegel Road 10 10 7 3 70%

119 119 97 22 82%
Hamilton Drive 31 31 31 0 100%
K Lot Ext. 101 101 60 41 59%
K Lot 40 40 40 0 100%

236 236 232 4 98%
East Gate 129 129 129 0 100%
M Lot Price/Reigel 9 9 6 3 67%

171 171 101 70 59%
Wildflower Preserve 3 3 3 0 100%
L Lot 9 9 8 1 89%

225 225 215 10 96%

Parking Lot
Inventory of Parking Spaces (by type) as of November 11, 2004 Occupancy Study  11/11/04, 9:30 a.m.

UNCW Parking Demand Model  Baseline Observations



J Lot 115 115 114 1 99%
10 10 17 7 170%

O Lot 126 126 126 0 100%
O Lot Extension 81 81 81 0 100%
P Lot 5 5 5 0 100%

297 297 295 2 99%
GrahamHewlett Front 5 5 5 0 100%

5 5 5 0 100%
Galloway Front 5 5 5 0 100%
S Lot 363 363 357 6 98%

45 45 42 3 93%
T Lot 120 120 56 64 47%

286 286 282 4 99%
Madeline (FF) 45 45 10 35 22%
Wagoner Hall (FF) 49 49 37 12 76%
Wagoner S. Side 10 10 10 0 100%
Wagoner Rear 27 27 25 2 93%
Suites 4 4 4 0 100%

33 33 33 0 100%
6 6 3 3 50%

EE Lot 305 305 309 4 101%
GG Lot 3 3 3 0 100%

40 40 42 2 105%
II Lot 3 3 3 0 100%

101 101 99 2 98%
HH Lot 47 47 1 46 2%

228 228 228 0 100%
AA Lot 42 42 42 0 100%

41 41 41 0 100%
BB Lot 43 43 43 0 100%
L Street 19 19 19 0 100%

6 6 3 3 50%
Central Stores 14 14 8 6 57%

3 3 0 3 0%
Telecom Lot 21 21 18 3 86%
EH&S 10 10 11 1 110%

1 1 1 0 100%
CC Lot 46 46 44 2 96%
Schwartz 17 17 13 4 76%

7 7 5 2 71%
ParkNRide 333 333 171 162 51%

Totals 1458 1680 2183 28 36 333 5718 5125 578

Total Spaces No. Occupied % Occupied
Total Faculty/Staff Spaces 1458 1223 83.9%
Total Resident Student Spaces 1680 1671 99.5%
Total NonResident Student Spaces 2516 2179 86.6%
Visitor/Meter Spaces 64 52 81.3%

5718 5125 89.6%



APPENDIX: TRAFFIC TECHNICAL REPORT

OBJECTIVE
The development of the University of North Carolina at Wilmington
(UNCW) Master Plan requires an assessment of the campus street
network and the traffic effects of proposed growth in student
population, private business, facilities, services and parking.  This
assessment is needed to ensure a functional transportation system.  The
University has utilized the same roadway infrastructure during its
growth to over 11,000 students and the master plan sets the stage for
future construction around campus.  The intent of this addendum is to
provide a realistic set of recommendations for transportation
improvements to remedy current traffic problems on campus as well as
manage the effects of future growth at UNCW.

METHODOLOGY
The traffic analysis is based on  future parking strategies envisioned for
the campus in the physical master plan and analysis provided in the
Campus Parking Demand Model.  A parking needs assessment was
completed for UNCW in November 2004, where an inventory of
spaces and occupancy rates where determined throughout the day.

The determination was made to use the quantity of parking projected in
the physical master plan to forecast traffic volumes and operations
around campus in Design Year 2015.  The parking needs assessment
and parking demand model provide the most comprehensive
information available to project trips to and from the University in the
future.

The methodology followed a fourstep process – trip generation, trip
distribution, mode split, and network assignment.  Trip generation
entailed an inventory of the number and designation of spaces
projected for campus in 2015 (Figure A.1).  The inventory included the

Millennial Research Campus facilities, Millennial Athletic Campus
facilities, and the Hurst Drive/Hamilton Drive parking structures
shown in the master plan but not yet programmed for construction.

The projected parking inventory was then adjusted to account for
occupancy and turnover obtained from the parking needs assessment.
At peak hours, approximately 90% of total spaces on campus are
occupied within the UNCW community, comprised of 99% resident
space occupancy and 85% commuter and faculty/staff space
occupancy.   Classroom occupancy rates throughout the day were used
to determine the percentage of students entering and exiting campus at
the peak morning and evening periods.  The occupancy and turnover
rates for campus parking were used to estimate the number of vehicular
trips into and out of the parking facilities.  Resident parking lots were
assumed to have much less activity than other lots on campus.  Peak
hour turnover rates were based on 2003 classroom enrollments during
morning and evening evaluation periods and 2002 and 2004 peak hour
parking observations.  The site observations revealed an 80% entering
/ 20% exiting split for a.m. peak hour traffic and a 40% entering / 60%
exiting split for p.m. peak hour traffic.  Sitespecific information for
directional distribution was used rather than information for university
campuses published in the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Trip Generation Manual (7th edition, 2003).

Table A#.1 details the parking inventory, occupancy and turnover
factors, and resulting trip generation for the two peak periods. The total
peak hour trips are consistent with that expected for a university
campus of 16,00017,000 students based on ITE trip generation rates.
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Table A.1.  UNCW Master Plan Trip Generation, Year 2015

Parking Inventory 10,607 spaces

Assumptions AM Peak PM Peak
Parking Occupancy 90% 90%
Turnover Rate 50% 45%
Residential Activity 10% 20%

Directional Distribution 80% Inbound
20% Outbound

40% Inbound
60% Outbound

Total Peak Hour Trips 3,497 trips 3,149 trips

In order to model trip distribution across campus, trips were assumed
to enter and exit campus by seven main access roadways:  College Road
and Racine Drive from the north, College Road and Hamilton Drive
from the south, Randall Parkway and Hoggard Drive from the west,
and Rose Avenue from the east.  The percentage directional
distribution was determined by geographical distribution of parking
permits (reported by zip code) registered in a database maintained by
UNCW.  Figure A.2 illustrates the distributions applied to the
surrounding roadway network.

Since the traffic projections were based on parking capacity, all trips
were assumed to be in a vehicle.  Other modal trips are discussed in the
main body of the report and are assumed to have minimal effects on
the traffic capacity calculations to maintain a conservative analysis.

Logical trip paths from each of the seven roadways to all parking
locations on campus were developed.  Trips to and from the parking
areas were manually assigned to the roadway network throughout the
campus study area.  The summation of these manuallyassigned turning
movements created the total turning movements for each study
intersection.  While traffic generation factors provide a conservative
analysis based field observations, an additional 10% growth factor was
applied to the network volumes for the intersection analyses to
represent trips by oncampus service vehicles, trips between parking

lots, and cutthrough traffic.  Figure A.3 displays peak hour traffic
volumes across the study area at study intersections and major parking
entrances within campus as analyzed with the 10% increase.

ANALYSIS
Based on the traffic analysis for the proposed UNCW master plan, the
circulatory loop will serve traffic volumes ranging from as low as 160
vehicles per hour on segments near the residential portions of campus
to almost 1,600 on Hurst Drive at the entrance to campus.  Most of the
traffic is expected to utilize the major parking structures and does not
circulate fully around the loop road.

Five major intersections are shown in the master plan as roundabouts:

1) Hamilton Drive at Hurst Drive
2) Racine Drive at Randall Drive
3) Reynolds Drive at Randall Drive
4) Reynolds Drive at Walton Drive
5) Walton Drive at Hurst Drive

These roundabouts were analyzed using aaSIDRA software.  The
roundabouts at the intersections of Reynolds Drive at Randall Drive,
Reynolds Drive at Walton Drive, and Walton Drive at Hurst Drive
were evaluated as urban compact roundabouts – smaller roundabouts
(100foot diameter) with circulating speeds of 15 mph.  Other
assumptions included 68foot center islands, single 16foot circulating
lanes, and 25mph approach speeds.  These roundabouts are expected
to operate well in the peak hours, based on the results of the analysis.
The intersections of Hamilton Drive at Hurst Drive and Racine Drive
at Randall Drive were evaluated as urban, singlelane roundabouts with
120foot inscribed diameters and target circulatory speeds of 25 mph.
The increased diameter at these locations will alleviate potential
queuing and operational issues where delays could impact traffic on
Randall, Racine and Hurst Drives near College Road.  Table A.2
outlines the roundabout performance measures, including degree of
saturation, average delay, and backofqueue lengths.
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The remaining intersections and major access points to parking decks
and surface lots were also analyzed to determine the appropriate
locations for turn lanes and other improvements to maintain efficient
traffic operations across the network.

Table A.2.  Roundabout Performance Measures

Degree of
Saturation

Average
Delay (sec)

95% Back of
Queue (ft)

Intersection AM PM AM PM AM PM
Hamilton Drive & Hurst Drive
Hamilton SB 0.090 0.271 3.80 5.00 25 45
Hurst EB 0.603 0.356 3.40 3.50 158 63
Hamilton NB 0.310 0.098 9.60 4.90 60 25
Hurst WB 0.204 0.353 5.40 3.90 33 60
Racine Drive & Randall Drive
Randall EB 0.673 0.369 3.80 3.30 185 73
Crews NB 0.020 0.015 12.60 6.80 25 25
Randall WB 0.177 0.512 3.00 3.50 28 105
Racine SB 0.266 0.167 4.20 6.10 40 28
Randall Drive & Reynolds Drive
Randall EB 0.293 0.153 2.80 2.80 45 25
Reynolds NB 0.011 0.019 5.70 4.50 25 25
Walton WB 0.092 0.225 2.80 2.90 25 35
Walton Drive & Reynolds Drive
Walton SB 0.037 0.051 2.80 2.80 25 25
Reynolds EB 0.032 0.033 3.00 3.10 25 25
Walton NB 0.091 0.060 2.90 2.80 25 25
Reynolds WB 0.009 0.020 3.60 3.10 25 25
Walton Drive & Riegel Road
Walton SB 0.056 0.125 3.70 3.70 25 25
Riegel EB 0.242 0.159 3.40 3.30 38 25
Riegel WB 0.161 0.141 3.40 3.10 25 25

Table A.3 reports the results of the intersection analysis using Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM, 2000) methodology for the signalized
intersections on College Road and the unsignalized intersections along
Hurst, Randall, and Wagoner Drives.  All intersections along

Table A.3.  Intersection LOS and Delay (seconds)

Intersection AM Peak Hour
LOS (Delay)

PM Peak Hour
LOS (Delay)

Signalized Intersections
College Rd. & Randall Dr. F (82.7) F (175.7)
College Rd. & Riegel Dr. A (3.3) B (13.0)
College Rd. & Hurst Dr./
Hoggard Dr. D (49.3) F (143.9)

Unsignalized Intersections (most delayed movement)
Hurst Dr. & Wagoner Rd. F (O/C) F (O/C)
Hurst Dr. & Hamilton Deck/
Hurst Deck C (20.7) C (18.9)

Hurst Dr. & Millennial
Athletic Deck C (16.0) C (17.6)

Hurst Dr. & Riegel Rd. B (11.6) B (12.0)
Hurst Dr. & Lot J B (11.2) B (11.6)
Hurst Dr. & Lot O B (10.1) B (10.6)
Hurst Dr. & Lots AA/BB A (9.6) A (9.5)
Hurst Dr. & Plyler Dr. A (9.4) A (9.1)
Randall Dr. & Wagoner Rd. D (28.7) B (13.3)
Randall Dr. & Lot D D (33.0) D (33.3)
Randall Dr. & Performing
Arts Deck C (20.5) F (61.7)

Randall Dr. & Millennial
Campus Deck C (15.4) C (16.2)

Wagoner Rd. & Riegel Lots B (12.4) B (11.3)
Wagoner Rd. & Riegel Rd. A (8.9) A (8.6)

O/C:  Over capacity



Walton Drive experience low through and turning volumes and operate
at acceptable levelofservice (LOS) throughout the day.

For the signalized intersections on College Road, the intersection
levelsofservice reported above show congested operations in the
morning and evening peak hours for the main entrance at Randall
Drive and in the evening peak hour at the entrance at Hurst Drive.
While campus traffic plays a part in this, very large volumes on College
Road presently cause the College/Randall intersection to fail in both
peak periods, and future growth on the main corridor (analyzed at 2%
annual growth) only increases projected delays.  In planning for growth
on the main campus, University officials will need to continue their
relations with the City of Wilmington and the North Carolina
Department of Transportation to coordinate efforts and cooperate to
find smart solutions beneficial to all parties for addressing increasing
congestion.  Any major widening or improvement project on College
should incorporate dual leftturn lanes into the campus to ensure
adequate access to the campus.

For unsignalized intersections on campus, Table A.3 reports the LOS
on the minor, stopcontrolled approach.  Turn movements from major
approaches (i.e. Randall, Hurst, and Wagoner) into the lots and decks
and onto the minor streets all operate at LOS B or better.  Designated
ingress turn lanes are recommended at the entrances to the Performing
Arts Center, Hamilton Drive, Hurst Drive, and Riegel Road parking
decks as well as to Lot D to maintain efficient travel around campus.

It is recommended that the northbound leftturn restriction at the
intersection of Wagoner Drive and Randall Drive be maintained, as the
movements would degrade operations of the approach to an
unacceptable LOS.  Riegel Road provides a suitable alternative and
minor detour to vehicles leaving campus and accessing north bound
College Road.

Only one unsignalized intersection approach operates at an
unacceptable LOS in Design Year 2015.  Major delays are expected at
the intersection of Wagoner Drive with Hurst Drive, where left turns

onto Hurst Drive will be difficult in the peak hour.  This restriction
provides the LOS reported in the table above.  Since no suitable
alternative exists for the southbound left turn onto Hurst Drive, the
movement is not recommended to be restricted.  Savvy commuters
using that route to and from work may be able to plan their parking
location or determine alternative routes to circumvent any delays at this
turn.  If necessary, improvement options for the intersection could
include signalization, planned alternate routes, turn restrictions, and
traffic officer control in the peak hours.

At the Performing Arts Center parking deck, the delays at the exit
reflect a single, twolane exit for a large parking structure.  Combined
with traffic on Randall Drive, the approach fails in the evening peak
period.  A second entrance/exit should be considered in the planning
for the deck to accommodate adequate LOS in the PM peak for exiting
vehicles.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the foregoing analysis, the following recommendations are
made for the campus transportation system at UNCW to provide
adequate levelofservice in Year 2025:

The completion of a campus loop road by the construction of
new segments between the eastern end of Hurst Drive and Riegel
Road near the baseball field and between the northern end of
Walton Drive and the eastern end of Randall Drive;
The installation of five roundabouts at the key intersections on
campus with those roundabouts at Hamilton Drive and Hurst
Drive and at Racine Drive and Randall Drive designed as urban
singlelane roundabouts and those at Reynolds Drive and Randall
Drive, at Reynolds Drive and Walton Drive, and at Walton Drive
and Hurst Drive designed as urban compact roundabouts;
The construction of dualleft turn lanes on southbound College
Road into the campus entrances at Randall Drive and Hurst
Drive in conjunction with improvements initiated by the City of
Wilmington or NCDOT for addressing congestion issues along
the state road corridor;



The construction of leftturn ingress lanes on the campus loop
road approaches to the parking decks proposed for Hurst Drive,
Hamilton Drive, and the Performing Arts Center and on the
Riegel Road approach to the proposed parking deck north of the
University Bookstore;
The construction of rightturn ingress lanes on the campus loop
road approaches to the parking decks proposed for the
Performing Arts Center and Hamilton Drive and  to Lot D;
A leftturn prohibition from northbound Wagoner Drive onto
westbound Randall Drive from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; and
Observation of the southbound Wagoner Drive approach to
Hurst Drive to determine the need for traffic control solutions in
the future if delays become unacceptable.
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2007 Privatized Housing

2007 HOUSING SITE PLAN










